
Introduction

This brochure contains brief descriptions of tours available. Please book your excursions as soon as possible since certain shore excursions 
can accommodate only a limited number of participants. We recommend that you purchase them in advance of your cruise in order to avoid 
disappointment. 
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General Information

Restrictions
Please note there are certain excursions that for safety reasons, age, weight and/or height restrictions apply. These restrictions are imposed 
by the individual vendor and Royal Caribbean International must comply accordingly. 

Tour Availability
Please note that not all tours are available on all ships. Tour prices and itineraries are in effect at the time of printing and are subject to 
change without notice.

Responsibility
Shore Excursions are offered for sale by Royal Caribbean International as a convenience to our guests. While great care has been taken to 
offer the finest excursions available at each port, these tour services are provided by independent tour operators, and Royal Caribbean 
International will not be responsible or liable for any loss, damage, injury, costs or delays resulting from, or in connection with, your use of 
these services.

Pricing
PRICES INCLUDED HEREIN ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME.
We suggest booking your excursions at www.royalcaribbean.com/shoreandlandexcursions for current prices. Unless indicated, children's 
pricing is valid for children 12 and under. Guests under 18 years of age must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. 

Activity Level
The Shore Excursions presented in this brochure require the guest to use a motor coach or other form of transportation which will require 
the guest to step up 2 to 3 steps, approximately 10 inches high each. Most (but not all) motor coaches used can accommodate collapsible 
wheelchairs. However, it should be noted that escorts, drivers, guides, and shipboard staff are not obliged to lift guests into the vehicles. 
Lift-vans and/or coaches are not available in all ports of call. Tendering may preclude guests in wheelchairs from going ashore at certain 
ports of call. For further information, please check with the Shore Excursion desk on board immediately upon arrival.

To assist our guests in choosing their excursions, all tours have been graded according to the level of activity they entail. Please refer to the 
tour symbol(s) that appear(s) in each tour description. Kindly note the below symbols act only as a guideline and guests must make their 
own judgment regarding participating in tours. The symbols represent the following:

Mild 

To fully participate may require leisurely walking over primarily even surfaces.  There may be a limited number of steps, a minimal amount 
of cobblestones or uneven surfaces, and some standing for extended periods of time. 

Moderate 

To fully participate may require extended periods of walking over even and uneven surfaces, steep terrain and/or water activity in a slight 
current.  There may be steps, inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of standing.  Participants with physical limitations 
should take this into account. 

Strenuous 

To fully participate may require extended periods of physical exertion, extensive walking, climbing, or biking.  There may be numerous 
steps, inclines, cobblestones, and other rough terrain throughout the excursion.  These excursions are the most active and have been designed 
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for participants in excellent health and very good physical condition. 

Meal 

Most tour departures complement the ship's meal service hours. If a meal is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this symbol. 

Dress Code 

Conservative attire is recommended when going ashore on this tour. No exposed shoulders or knees. Short pants and tank tops are not 
acceptable. 

Shopping 

Time permitting, limited shopping is available during the tour. 

Waiver 

All participants on this tour are required to complete a waiver and/or release form. This document will be distributed by the tour operator 
prior to commencing the tour. 

Light Snack 

If a light snack or refreshment is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this symbol. 
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Terms and Conditions 

Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to change shore excursion prices and itineraries appearing in this booklet without prior 
notice.
Prices of shore excursions include available local transportation, including motorcoaches, limousines, taxis and boats. Meals and/or beverages 
are only included when specified in the tour description. 

On snorkeling and scuba tours, only the equipment specified is included in the price. Shore excursions are subject to cancellation or 
modification, depending on the number of guests participating. In the event of a tour cancellation or modification, advance notice will be 
given by shipboard personnel. Certain tours have a minimum booking requirement, or must be limited to a maximum number of participants.

Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to cancel any shore excursion due to inclement weather conditions, or any other reason 
whatsoever, and shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever to guests by reason of such cancellation. Full refunds will be made to guests 
holding tickets for canceled shore excursions.

Royal Caribbean, Explorations!, Golf Ahoy! and Royal Caribbean International are all registered or pending service marks of Royal 
Caribbean Cruises Ltd. 2009 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Bridgetown, Barbados 

BB06 - Atlantis Submarine
PRICE: ADULT: 105.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
The Atlantis is the world's first submarine designed specifically for underwater passenger excursions. Now, you'll have the 
opportunity to experience the magical world of a Caribbean reef in the comfort of the Atlantis III.

After a short ferry ride to the Atlantis dive site, you'll begin your descent to a depth of 130 feet, entering a unique world of 
coral formations, sponge gardens, colorful fish, exotic marine life and an imposing shipwreck, the Lord Willoughby. Barbados' 
Fresh Water Bay Reef, with its kaleidoscope of living color, will provide you with amazing photo opportunities as you relax in 
air-conditioned comfort.

Note: Guests must be at least 4 years of age and at least 3 feet tall in order to participate on this excursion. 

BB07 - Best of Barbados
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

  
A scenic drive takes you to Orchid World . The name itself implies elegance and sophistication.  When you visit this 'garden' 
with a difference, you will be surrounded by a spectacular array of these treasures. A meandering path winds its way between 
beautiful outcrops of coral, rock gardens, cool shady gullies and ponds.  Hummingbirds and the soothing sound of running 
water add to the natural beauty of the terrain. The Orchids themselves are quite spectacular; thousands are grown in shaded 
houses and outside on freestanding palisades.

A drive through the countryside then takes you to the picturesque and historical St. John's Parish Church, which is perched 
on a cliff overlooking coastal St. John and the Atlantic Ocean. The present building was constructed in 1836, after the 
hurricane of 1831 destroyed the one built in 1660. The pulpit is constructed from six different kinds of wood: Ebony, Locust, 
Barbados Mahogany, Manchineel, Oak and Pine.

The tour then continues to the beautiful Sunbury Plantation House for a refreshment. The house dates back to 1650 and was 
destroyed by fire in 1995, and was gracefully restored and re-opened in 1996. It possesses one of the country's superior 
collections of antiques. Throughout the extensively landscaped grounds are more fine authentic examples of old carts and 
machinery used in the last century to cultivate the land. Sunbury Plantation House, located in the tranquil St. Philip 
countryside is a living monument to plantation life of bygone era, carefully restored and lovingly cherished by its owners for 
posterity, for the enjoyment of generations to come. Enjoy a refreshing drink before returning to the Bridgetown port.

 

BB13 - Barbados Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 
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Take a break and relax at one of Barbados' finest beaches. Included in your package is round trip transportation, a beach chair, 
restroom facilities with changing rooms and showers, a complimentary drink, and optional guided tour of the authentic rum 
distillery located at this site. You're sure to enjoy the sandy beach and crystal clear, turquoise water. Experience one of the 
island's best assets, the beach! 

BB31 - Barbados Beach Bar & Pub Hop
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
This is a tour where you will see three of the best beaches and three of the best beach bars that Barbados has to offer. These 
locations have been selected to ensure that you sample the best that there is to offer. Your guide will point out areas of 
interest along the Pub Crawl route. On this tour, you will have the opportunity to have complimentary sample of the local rum 
drinks or local beer from these three quaint locations and find out unique stories of the Liquid Gold (Barbados Rum), which 
has made Barbados famous. Feel free to stroll along the white sands surrounding the beach bars.

Note: that guests must be a minimum of 21 years of age to participate in this tour. Swimming is not permitted on this tour. 

BB33 - Tiami Five Star Catamaran & Turtles
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 74.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
From the moment you step onboard this sleek catamaran, you know you are in for something special. After being greeted by 
your friendly and outgoing crew, indulge in a continental breakfast. Cruise along Barbados' scenic coastline to a sheltered bay 
where you can opt for a swim in the azure waters, relax on the beach, or join the professional instructors for an optional 
snorkel tour on beautiful coral reefs teeming with tropical fish. After snorkeling, feast on a lunch featuring local dishes along 
with cool refreshments from an open bar. At another stop, you will have the unique opportunity to view and swim with the 
fascinating sea turtles. Let your cares drift away as you sail, basking in the sunshine or relaxing in the shade of the 
comfortable cabin as you enjoy the beautiful scenery and tranquil ambiance. Snorkeling equipment and instruction is 
provided.

Note: All activities including snorkeling and the turtle encounter are subject to sea and weather conditions. 

BB38 - Swim with Turtles, Shipwrecks, Snorkel & Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 65.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
You will start with a powerboat ride along the West coast of Barbados, the playground of the rich and famous, to your stop at 
"Turtle Bay." The guides will equip you with your snorkel gear, instruction, and information about the lives and habits of the 
underwater creatures. You will then be able to snorkel with the friendly turtles while observing them in their natural 
environment.Next you will then board the powerboat again and head to the shipwreck snorkel site. Here you will see the 
different species of fish and the wreck they call their home. You will then visit a beach, where you will have a chance to relax, 
swim, and sunbathe as the guides serve cool drinks and rum punch. You will head back to your ship.
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Note: Minimum age to participate in this tour is 5 years old and an adult must accompany children under the age of 16. 

BB50 - Beautiful Barbados & Heritage Village
PRICE: ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

  
From the harbor, the tour proceeds along the west coast passing Holetown, where the British first landed in 1627. Further 
along, the tour continues through Speightstown, which is characteristically West Indian with its 19th century architecture, 
now housing quaint shops and restaurants. The drive turns inland and proceeds to Farley Hill National Park. The imposing 
ruins of a once magnificent plantation house are surrounded by gardens, lawns, towering royal palms, gigantic mahogany, 
whitewood, and casuarina trees. Partially rebuilt for the film "Island in the Sun," the structure was later destroyed by fire. The 
tour continues through the countryside to St. John's Church for panoramic views and the chance to see the tomb of Ferdinand 
Paleologus, a descendant of the last Greek Christian Emperor. Through lush sugar cane and country villages, you'll make your 
way to Tyrol Cot. The total Barbadian heritage experience - a combination of a living museum in a historic great house and a 
Heritage Village set in 3 acres of landscaped gardens. Stroll through the village and visit the Blacksmith Shop, a replica of an 
1820s Slave Hut, a Bajan Rum Shop, as well as other quaint Chattel Houses. The house itself, constructed in 1854, was the 
residence of Sir Grantley Adams, First Premier of Barbados and the only Prime Minister of the West Indies Federation and his 
son, Tom Adams - the second Prime Minister of an independent Barbados. Tyrol Cot is considered to be the birthplace of 
Barbadian Democracy and is filled with the lifetime collection of the Adams antique furniture and memorabilia. 

BB51 - Tiami Sail & Snorkel with Turtles
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
After a short bus transfer, board your sleek and spacious catamaran. Take in Barbados' scenic coastline as you sail on gentle 
trade winds through the crystal waters. At anchor, in a sheltered bay, swim and snorkel amongst the peaceful families of 
graceful and unafraid Green and Hawksbill turtles as they are being fed. An attentive crew will anticipate your needs 
throughout this cruise and serve complimentary cocktails as you bask in the sunshine or sit in the shade, enjoying the 
scenery and the tranquil ambiance. Snorkeling equipment, including safety vests, as well as professional instruction and 
supervision are provided. Enjoy Barbadian hospitality at its best during this unforgettable experience and leave your cares 
behind as you come and sail away!

Note: Turtle sightings are usual but cannot be guaranteed; visits are subject to sea and weather conditions. Shipwreck 
snorkeling at a premium site may be substituted. 

BB52 - Barbados' Finest Blends
PRICE: ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
This tour will give you a unique perspective of Barbados. Find out how Barbados' #1 Rum Brand is produced. You will see a 
multimedia presentation and then be escorted around the distillery by guides. You will be told about how the Mount Gay Rum 
Distillery is the longest-standing rum producer in the world, celebrating its 300th anniversary in 2003. Your visit ends at an 
authentic Barbadian chattel house, where you can sample the rums and purchase bottles or souvenirs. You will continue on 
through Bridgetown to the home of Banks Brewery. On this tour, you are fully briefed and informed on what has made Banks 
Beer the national beer of Barbados. You will have ample opportunity to taste Banks as well as the other products made at the 
brewery. You will then have a short transfer back to your ship. Minimum age: 21 years old. Tour may be operated in reverse. 
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BB54 - Scenic Bike Ride & Swim
PRICE: ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Enjoy a scenic half an hour transfer from the port to Highland Adventure Center. Highland is located at Canefield, in the 
central parish of St. Thomas and has spectacular views surrounding it. It is situated on one of the highest ridges at 1,004 ft 
above sea level. It is from here that your mountain bike ride will begin. The bike ride uses primarily paved roads, it's 12 Kms 
long and approximately 2% of it is uphill and the remaining 98% downhill or along flat terrain. Make sure to bring your camera 
and sun block. Upon departing Highland, you will first ride through the picturesque Canefield Plantation and make a quick 10 
minute stop at the flower farm where you dismount and walk through their beautiful show garden. There you will see a variety 
of local flowers, ferns and fauna that is grown on the island for the flower trade. You then remount the bikes and head South 
through the sugar plantations passing one of the beautiful old plantation houses.  Soon after, you'll start to get views of the 
beautiful west coast and the spectacular Sandy Lane estate and golf course. You'll then reach the town of Holetown, where 
the original settlers first landed in 1627. This is where your bike ride concludes. From here, you'll reboard the coach for a short 
drive along the beautiful west coast to a beautiful white sandy beach near the port for a refreshing swim. The beach stop is 90 
minutes and includes a drink. Beach chairs are available for rent. Re-board your transfer for a short drive to the port. The 
minimum age to participate on this tour in 12 years old. Guests will be required to wear a safety helmet while riding and open-
toed shoes are not permitted. Tour includes 1.25 hours of cycling. 

BB55 - Natural Wonders of Barbados
PRICE: ADULT: 55.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

  
Experience the full beauty of Natural Barbados on a tour that takes you on a journey of discovery. After boarding your air-
conditioned van or bus at the Cruise Terminal, you will make the scenic trip through some of the most beautiful areas in the 
Caribbean. Enjoy views of the east coast, rolling hills and farmland, often marveled at by visitors and the average Barbadian. 
You will get a glimpse along the way of the famous Giant Baobab Tree, brought from Africa around 1738, over 260 years ago. 
Your first stop will be Parks Farm, a truly beautiful, working farm featuring the famous Barbados Black Belly Sheep. These 
sheep are indigenous to Barbados, having thought to be brought over from Africa in the early days by British settlers. Here 
your guide will explain the reasons why the Black Belly Sheep are so special. You may even have the opportunity to get a 
picture with one of the farms smallest residents, a little Black Belly lamb. Set against a backdrop of rolling hills, Parks is one of 
the most picturesque farms in Barbados. Your tour will continue with views of the lush green hillsides of the parish of St. 
Joseph interrupted only by dramatic views of the east coast, before stopping at Andromeda Gardens. The Andromeda 
Botanical Garden, nestled on a hilltop in this same parish, known for its unspoiled beauty, is a six-acre garden containing 
several varieties of orchids, palms, ferns, heliconia, hibiscus, bougainvillea, begonias and cacti. On your approach you will see 
a bearded fig tree reported to be why the original settlers gave Barbados the name Los Barbados or the bearded ones. Upon 
arrival, you will be welcomed with a refreshing beverage and given an overview of the gardens and its history. Here you will 
have time to explore the meandering paths, enjoy the variety of unique plants and have access to bathroom facilities. There is 
a quaint cafe` if you care to sample some island cuisine or fresh juices. Just a short drive from Andromeda is the famous 
Bathsheba rock formations. Your driver and guide will make sure you have the opportunity to take photos. You will then 
journey to the famous East Coast Road. At approximately 850 feet above sea level, beautiful Cherry Tree Hill offers spectacular 
viewing. Your last highlight on your Natural wonders tour will be the Tropical Gully. It is part of an island wide system of 
gullies and features many varieties of plants and trees among coral stone walls. After leaving Tropical Gully you will make 
your way back to the port. Note: Wear comfortable clothing and sensible shoes. There will be some walking and inclines at the 
gardens and very limited walking at the Tropical Gully. This tour is not wheelchair accessible. Minimum age to participate is 4 
years old.
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BB57 - Barbados Highlights
PRICE: ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
You will first drive through the center of our capital Bridgetown and past the residences of the Governor General and the Prime 
Minister. After passing Gun Hill Signal Station it is soon on to Bathsheba on the rugged East Coast. Bathsheba is well known 
as the "surfing spot" on the Island and many local and regional surfing competitions have been held here in the 
internationally acclaimed "Soup Bowl". Enjoy a refreshing drink while watching the pounding surf of the Atlantic.

Next stop is Farley Hill National Park with its Great House ruins and vibrant gardens with various plants and tress and, of 
course, another spectacular view. Your return will lead you along the West Coast passing through the quaint villages of 
Speightstown and the Holetown. 

BB63 - Atlantis Sub and See
PRICE: ADULT: 138.00 / CHILD: 84.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Your adventure begins with a short bus shuttle over to the Shallow Draught from the cruise terminal. Sit back and enjoy the 
ten-minute scenic cruise to the Atlantis dive site as the Atlantis crew gives an information and safety talk. Then you will 
transfer from the Ocean Quest to the Atlantis III. On board the vessel you are seated in spacious, air-conditioned comfort as 
your incredible underwater experience begins. First the submarine will dive to 55 feet to view the beautiful coral reef and the 
abundance of marine life, including spectacular coral, sponges, and colorful tropical fish through large, clear viewing windows. 
A knowledgeable co-pilot who will point out and explain the amazing sea life as well as give a history of Atlantis and the 
submarine itself. Before returning to the surface from your 40-minute underwater journey, the submarine descends to depths 
of 115 to 150 feet to view what has, in the past, been reserved for scuba divers only - a sunken shipwreck! After resurfacing, 
you are transferred back onboard the shuttle boat for the return to Shallow Draught. On arriving at the shallow, you will board 
an air-conditioned coach to Discover Little England. Your driver and guide will point out areas of interest as you journey 
along the Spring Garden Highway past beautiful beaches and towards the Platinum coast featuring the luxurious Sandy Lane 
estate, one of the most exclusive hotels in the world. You will drive by historic churches and a burial site of the earliest British 
settlers. You will then pass through Speightstown, the first major seaport of Barbados, before entering the Parish of St. Peter 
journeying inland towards Farley Hill National Park and the ruins of one of the grandest plantation homes ever built.

Guests must be at least 3 feet tall to participate. Minimum age to participate is 4 years old. 

BB65 - A Taste of Barbados
PRICE: ADULT: 90.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
Enjoy a journey around Barbados, recapturing the history and the local artistic talent. A scenic ride along the lively South 
Coast and then through the countryside will take you onto The Rum Factory and Heritage Park, which is about 350 years old. 
Come and learn how rum is made in the most modern rum distillery in the western hemisphere. Your tour guide will reveal some 
fascinating facts to you while you walk around comfortably. You cannot only see, but feel the history, be it through the 17th 
century building housing, the Art Gallery or through the numerous displays of artifacts located around the park. After a short 
drive, you will reach Sunbury Plantation House. A guided tour of this 300-year old Great House will allow you to glimpse into 
the historic past of Barbados and its former Plantation owners. Then sit down and enjoy a sumptuous four course Plantation 
Luncheon. Your taste buds will certainly thank you. A drive through the fertile valleys will take you to your last stop at 
Medford Mahogany Creations. Your host, Mr. Medford, will take you on an interactive tour of the only mahogany-carving 
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factory on the island. You will marvel at his skills during an exciting demonstration before touring the workshops. A short 
drive will take you back to the port. 

BB69 - A Flavor of Barbados
PRICE: ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 26.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Your tour begins through the Islands' capital Bridgetown, the historic area of the Garrison Savannah and the beautiful South 
Coast of Barbados, to the Rum Factory and Heritage Park, which is about 350 years old. Here you'll learn how rum is made in 
the most modern rum distillery in the western hemisphere. Your tour guide will show and tell you some fascinating facts before 
you can walk comfortably around the grounds and feel and see its history through the numerous displays of artefacts located 
around the park.

Next it's on to explore the 300 year old Sunbury Plantation House, Barbados' most renowned heritage residence and the only 
Great House in the island with all rooms open for viewing. Before leaving, delight yourself with a refreshing Rum Punch or 
Fruit Juice.

You'll then depart for Medford Mahogany Creations, an interesting interactive tour of the only mahogany carving factory on 
the island. See how these beautiful works of art are created from roots and blocks of wood, tour the artists' studio, purchase a 
souvenir or an authentic piece of sculpture. A short drive from here will take you back to the port. 

BB76 - Aerial Trek Zipline Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
The ultimate experience is the pairing of Zipline technology with the beautiful ecosystem created by our island. The Zipline 
technology borrows heavily from that used for rock and mountain climbing and will feature a double line with redundancy to 
provide a safe environment for users. Our courses built by International Construction and Rigging Company Ltd. are all built 
to standards approved by the Association for Challenge Course Technologists (ACCT). This association has as its purpose 
"to promote the use of Challenge Courses and to set minimum standards for Challenge Course installation, operation and 
inspection." As such we are certain of our quality and safety standards.

Your adventure will begin when you leave your ship with a scenic ride to our home base. For those interested in experiencing 
the adrenaline rush of zipping through one of our most beautiful sites, your wish is our command. 

Upon arrival at the site, you will be given your safety briefing and outfitted with safety gear that will include your harness 
system for use on the tour, helmets and gloves. Your tour takes you over seven platforms each with two of our experienced 
guides who will provide you with information on different areas of the eco-system you are experiencing as well as ensure your 
safety as you move from platform to platform.

You will enjoy beautiful views of our island as well as be informed on the geological formations, which will become apparent. 
After your time of fun you will have a short walk on the nature trail back to the base camp where you will board your bus for 
transportation back to the ship.

Enclosed and comfortable footwear is required for this tour (sneakers). 
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BB81 - 4 x 4 Safari & Paradise Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Discover the natural beauty of Barbados hidden in the countryside and away from the normal tourist areas. Your driver will 
take you though the interior of Barbados, which for the most part is inaccessible to other forms of transport. The 4x4 convoy 
will wind its way through the greenery of Fisherpond Sugar Cane Estate and Coffee Gully after which you will witness a 
panoramic view of the Atlantic Surf pounding the Eastern Coastline.

For refreshments a stop is made at Bathsheba where participants have the opportunity to see the island's most hidden bays 
and best kept secrets. After Bathsheba, the convoy takes you off-road again for exciting thrills traveling downhill into 
Cattlewash, all the while viewing miles of beach and beautiful coastline. The emphasis is on fun but the drivers give a 
continuous commentary on the history, culture and folklore of Barbados. You will pass Holetown where the first settlers 
landed in 1627 before arriving at Paradise Beach. You'll then have forty-five minutes to have a drink and cool off in the 
Caribbean blue waters. This quiet, solitary retreat is the perfect stop for swimming, sunbathing and enjoying the tranquility of 
the surroundings before returning to port just a short journey away by bus.

Minimum age to participate is 3 years old and all children must be accompanied by a parent. Maximum weight is 260 pounds. 
Please note that participants should be in moderate health for this excursion. Persons with back or heart problems or other 
physical conditions are strongly discouraged from participating. 

BB82 - 4 x 4 Safari & Shipwreck Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
This four hour adventure has some of the best highlights Barbados has to offer. Non-stop action from beginning to end, it is a 
great way to discover Barbados.

You will enjoy a snorkel experience on a boat and an exploration of the island's beauty in a convoy of specially rigged 4x4 
vehicles. Snorkel over a shallow shipwreck, where you can view tropical fish so tame you can feed them by hand. Swim in a 
secluded bay and enjoy the complimentary drinks as you enjoy superb cruising aboard this boat. The complimentary alcoholic 
beverages will be served after the snorkeling.

You will then discover the natural beauty of Barbados hidden in the countryside and away from the normal tourist areas. Your 
driver will take you into the interior of Barbados which, for the most part, is inaccessible to other forms of transport. The 
convoy will wind its way through the greenery of sugar cane fields, Apes Hill and Russia Gully in the Highlands, from where 
you will witness a breathtaking view of the Atlantic surf pounding the coastline. Then, the convoy takes you off-road again 
for exciting thrills travelling downhill into Cattlewash, all the while viewing miles of beach and beautiful coastline on the East 
Coast. The emphasis is on fun, but the drivers give a continuous commentary on the history, culture, and folklore of 
Barbados. You will drive through Holetown, where the first settlers landed in 1627 and have the opportunity to view many of 
the West Coast mansions before returning to your ship.To avoid congestion, tour may be operated in reverse.

Please note: Groups of 10 guests per jeep / boat. The minimum age to participate in this tour is 5 years old. Maximum weight is 
260 pounds. This tour is not recommended for expectant mothers. 

BB86 - Shipwreck Snorkel & Pirate Party Cruise
PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 
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This is a cruise with something for everyone! After a short shuttle, board the MV Harbour Master, which has been custom-
designed with your comfort in mind. At 100' long, 40' wide and 4 decks high she is spacious, and also well-equipped with hot 
and cold showers, a/c restrooms and a boarding ramp so you can walk right onto the sand.

Cruise to a sheltered bay where Harbour Master will "beach" for the various beach and water activities such as the thrilling 70' 
water slide - so don't forget to bring your camera along. Relax on the beach, take a swim in the crystal-clear waters or join a 
guided snorkel tour and marvel at the wide variety of marine inhabitants at a premium shipwreck snorkeling site.

Onboard, visit the Craft Village where local artisans display and sell their treasures. If you are looking for a quiet time gather 
around the longest floating bar in the Caribbean, or simply relax on the top deck and enjoy the sunshine and music whilst 
watching the activities in the bay.

After snorkeling is completed, the bar will open for alcohol beverages. Your pirate captain will be sure to find a 'comely wench' 
and an 'unsuspecting beau' to join in pirate matrimony - for the duration of the cruise only, of course! And, on the return 
cruise the pirates will rev up the fun into full swing to the sweet rhythms of calypso music plus some favorites from back-in-
time. So, join the pirates on the MV Harbour Master, but don't forget to bring along your swimwear, towel and sun protection - 
and, of course, your sense of humor! 

Note: The beach stop, snorkeling and operation of the waterslide are subject to weather and sea conditions; the company 
reserves to right to use an alternate beach stop on the tour. The times provided as well as the tour order are dependent on the 
sea and weather conditions.

BB88 - Barbados Beach and Shipwreck Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 35.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
After a short bus ride from the cruise terminal you will arrive at a beautiful white sand beach where you will be able to spend 
approximately 3 hours. A snorkel trip from the beach to a shipwreck is provided, and there you will be able to view hundreds 
of fish of different species. Masks, snorkels and snorkel vests are provided, and you will be given instruction and be 
accompanied by a professional guide. Enjoy a refreshing swim or just chill out at the Beach! Return transportation to the 
cruise terminal is included.

BB89 - Barbados Concorde Experience and Island Drive
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Don't miss this world class attraction. The Barbados Concorde Experience is one of a kind in the Caribbean and very few 
places in the entire world can call themselves home to a Concorde. However, thanks to its close links with Barbados during its 
flight operation, this is exactly where you can find G-BOAE now. 

A leisurely drive along the lively South Coast of Barbados will take you to this state of the art facility. Learn about the history 
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of flight and particularly supersonic flight. The undeniable highlight of your visit will be the exhibition's thrilling multi-media 
show "Engineered for Speed", which uses the plane itself as a backdrop to show Concorde's advanced engineering and even 
gives first-hand experience on how Concorde's engines sounded; this will leave you breathless and feeling that you have just 
witnessed a spectacular take off. A visit into the interior of this amazing aircraft will give you a chance to experience how 
passengers felt traveling on it. When exiting you 'land' right back in Barbados and now have the opportunity to tour the 
museum and Observation Deck or browse the Souvenir Shop which holds many interesting pieces of Concorde memorabilia.

Leaving Alpha-Echo you will enjoy incredible views of the picturesque East Coast as you drive through the countryside 
passing many quaint villages with their friendly locals. Enjoy a "taste of Barbados" at one of our finest local Rum Shops - a 
refreshing rum punch/fruit punch or ice cold Beer, before departing on your scenic drive to the Cruise Terminal.

BB91 - Barbados Hike and Cave Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
This tour takes on a mildly, challenging hike through one of the most natural and interesting environs on the island. Formed 
thousands of years ago as a result of collapsed caves, and now naturally vegetated by numerous tree and plant species, 
gullies represent the last areas of mature forest vegetation and refuge for wildlife.

Our experienced local tour guides will take you through "Harris" or "Jack-in-the- Box "Gully; where towering trees, hanging 
vines, rare palms and unusual rock formation will be the highlight of attention on an eco experience through Barbados's best 
kept secrets.

After a thrilling yet relaxing hike, guests will now be able to gain a "deeper experience" of the island, as we make a descent into 
Coals Cave. Guests will be issued their helmets and head lamps, and given safety briefing and a short history of the area and 
the cave. After which the adventure begins with a rope assisted decent into the cavern, which houses the entrance of the 
cave. This underground expedition takes you" into the depths" of our island. Once inside, one can marvel at the naturally 
formed sculptures within the walls of this underground wonder. As we proceed on our penetration, you trek through streams 
of refreshing spring water as we listen to the therapeutic sounds of the waterfalls filling the naturally formed pools that are 
found at intervals along the corridor of the system. After this unforgettable experience, we return to the surface.

Note: Light practical clothing and comfortable enclosed foot wear recommended. Guests might get wet and/or muddy. 
Minimum age to participate is 12 years old maximum age is 60 years old. 

ZB01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
Formed completely of coral, Barbados provides spectacular dives with magnificent reefs, fascinating shipwrecks and an 
abundance of marine life. On this 2-tank dive, you can explore the barrier reefs situated on the West Coast of the island, where 
divers may encounter turtles, barracudas and snapper. Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Equipment package 
includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins, and snorkel. Wetsuit is not included. This is limited to certified divers who have been on a 
dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is 
only offered on certain ships. Minimum Age: 12 years old. 

ZB02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
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PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
Formed completely of coral, Barbados provides spectacular dives with magnificent reefs, fascinating shipwrecks and an 
abundance of marine life. On this 2-tank dive, you can explore the barrier reefs situated on the West coast of the island where 
divers may encounter turtles, barracudas and snapper.

Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Wetsuit is not included. This is limited to certified divers who have been on 
a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is 
only offered on certain ships. Minimum Age: 12 years old. 

ZB03 - Discover Scuba Diving
PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
This one day resort course is designed to have you scuba diving within a few hours. This tour is for non-certified Scuba 
divers. You will receive expert instruction from your PADI Instructor in a controlled environment of a shallow water area off 
the beach. Then you will explore the open water at a beautiful reef and wreck site in 25 feet of water at the Folkstone Marine 
Park. Some health restrictions apply. See your SeaTrek instructor at the Shore Excursion Desk for details. This tour is only 
offered on certain ships.

Minimum age: 12 years old. 
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Castries, St. Lucia 

SL16 - Nature's Wonders
PRICE: ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx. 

  
A scenic drive through the countryside and mountainous region takes you along the outskirts of the rainforest to the 
Mabouya Valley and the Fond D'or National Park. Upon arrival at Fond D'or you will be greeted by a knowledgeable guide 
who will point out the many herbal plants in the garden and explain their medicinal qualities. You will then meet the "Bird 
Whisperer" who will call some of the rarest birds closer to you. Listen, as he explains the nature of these beautiful and rare 
birds. You will also learn the secrets of La Sorcerer (the Sorceress) mountain, believed to have supernatural powers. Lying in 
the sea, next to La Sorcerer, is the Mabouya Man. Centuries ago, this unusual rock formation was worshiped by the 
Amerindians.

You will drive through a quaint fishing village where you may catch a glimpse of the fisher folk as they go about their daily 
lives. At the rainforest area, a knowledgeable guide will lead you on a short walk as they explain the importance of the 
rainforest to the eco-system. You will then make the pleasant return to the cruise terminal. 

SL26 - Coastal Cruise to the Pitons
PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
This tour is an introduction to St. Lucia, where you will be cruising on the water to see the island's impressive landmark, the 
Pitons.

Once leaving Castries harbor, you will see the Vigie and La Toc peninsulas, as well as Roseau Bay and Marigot Bay (one of 
the island's most sheltered bays). As you cruise past the small villages of Anse la Raye and Canaries, the town of Soufriere 
and the sights of Petit and Gros Pitons (over 2,600 ft. high) come into view. You will get the full effect of these natural wonders 
as you cruise between both of them. There will also be a short stop for swimming along the west coast included on this tour.

Snacks will be served throughout, and don't forget to bring your swimsuit, towel and sunblock on this memorable trip. 

SL34 - Rainforest Bike Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 57.00 / CHILD: 57.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
If you want to experience the real St. Lucia, this is the tour for you. Ride through our unique forest trails and witness up close 
the beauty of the rainforest with its lush vegetation and interesting wildlife.

Depart the port in air-conditioned transportation for a scenic drive through the capital city Castries, pass lush banana 
plantations, and the quaint fishing village of Dennery on the East Coast of the island before entering the heart of the rainforest 
to Treetop Adventure Park. Upon arrival at the Welcome Centre, guests receive a safety briefing and orientation, while suiting 
up in the equipment provided. Our knowledgeable guide points out the various trees and flowers that grows wild along the 
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trails. Make sure you bring your camera because the photo opportunities are endless. Our main attraction, the Dennery 
Waterfall, is arguably the most spectacular on the island. A dip in the pool at the base of the waterfall will leave you feeling 
invigorated. Brief stops during the remainder of the tour allow the guide to show the many fruits and spices that grow in 
abundance.

You will have a new appreciation for the beauty of the island on the drive back up the coast.

Note: Bring along a bathing suit, towel, sunscreen and comfortable shoes that can get wet. Minimum age for participation is 12 
years. Maximum weight is 250 pounds.

SL41 - Caribbean Pirates Extravaganza
PRICE: ADULT: 93.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

  
This tour offers you an adventure aboard the 140 ft. 19th century Tall Ship, the Brig Unicorn (this is the actual ship used in 
Disney's movie--the Pirates of the Caribbean). 

You will sail to historic Pigeon Island and the famous Fort Rodney, which was the scene of important naval battles between 
the British and the French (St. Lucia changed nationalities at least 14 times during the years of colonization). You will see the 
Brig's working cannons thunder in a mock pirate attack.

Once ashore on the Island, you can either swim, hike, sightsee, or participate in a pirate's treasure hunt. As you return aboard, 
there are snacks for the pickings, along with rum punch and sodas. You will return to the pier having experienced a real tall 
ship sailing.

The recommended minimum age for this tour is 5 years old.  Weight restrictions are from a minimum of 30 pounds to a 
maximum of 260 pounds. 

SL44 - Historical Island Splendour
PRICE: ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

    
This delightful tour encompasses scenic views, banana plantations and vibrant tropical foliage, as well as silk screen 
production and an insight into St. Lucia's historical past. By air-conditioned bus you will drive through the city of Castries, 
bypassing the market and century-old Cathedral.

Your first stop is at Bagshaw's Art Studio, known for its exquisite tropical designs on hand silk-screened fabrics. Learn about 
the silk screen printing process then take a few moments to relax on the verandah with the lovely vistas of the Caribbean Sea 
or enjoy a spot of shopping.

Traveling on, you will pass beautiful banana plantations set between undulating hills before stopping for a brief visit in the 
small village of Anse La Raye, a typical fishing village with tiny wooden houses - some 100 years old. Stroll along the 
waterfront visiting the Roman Catholic Church, stopping by the vendors or just taking a walk along the beach front before 
departing to the viewpoint of exotic Marigot Bay.

This tranquil blue lagoon is a paradise surrounded by green hills and a palm-ringed shoreline. Marigot Bay is an exceptionally 
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beautiful natural yacht harbor and a haven for artists and writers. Three words capture its setting: "magical", "exotic" and 
"idyllic".

St. Marks is an old colonial style house, which is strategically placed high up in the hills and offers a panoramic view. Capture 
the magnificence of the Castries harbor amidst the deep blue sea with a green backdrop. On a clear day, you can view 
Martinique out in the distance along the northern coastline. Enjoy some typical Creole snacks and a tasty rum punch or fruit 
juice after your tour of this home.

As the bus descends Morne Fortune, you are sure to return "home" with a smile.

SL46 - The Island's Delights
PRICE: ADULT: 65.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours Approx. 

    
Visit the wonders of St. Lucia's southwestern shore. This trip gives you the opportunity to indulge in natures delights. The 
drive to Soufriere takes you across the island, through small fishing villages and acres of banana plantations. Your journey 
will take you up along the curving road to Morne Fortune for dramatic view of the city, the harbour and its environs. Your 
journey then continues down into the Cul de Sac Valley, where the largest banana plantations can be seen. Then a stop is 
made at the Marigot Bay viewpoint before setting off once again driving through two fishing villages and many small 
communities before arriving in the town of Soufriere. Once the island's French capital, Soufriere has great vistas of the famous 
towering Pitons. Explore the natural wonders of the Soufriere area, including the Diamond Waterfall and Mineral Baths. 
Walking through the Botanical Gardens, you will see the falls immediately in front of you, tumbling through mineral streaked 
rocks and jungle thick ferns. The water forms a stream that flows through underground pipes to a series of baths at different 
temperatures. Louis XVI built the baths in 1784 as the waters were found to have curative properties. The gardens themselves 
are quite beautiful. Then its onto the world's only drive in volcano, The Sulphur Springs. The road leads you right up to the 
remnants of a volcanic crater, a moonscape of barren earth and gravel where pools of muddy water bubble and belch out 
clouds of steam. Your next stop will be the Old Mill and Waterwheel Restaurant for a delicious Creole buffet lunch and local 
refreshments will be served. Your return journey will take you back along the west coast into Castries.

Note Minimum age to participate is 5 years old. Maximum weight limit is 265 pounds 

SL47 - Tropical Islands Experience
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
Your journey begins with a delightful ride along the West Coast of St. Lucia with rainforest on the left and the Caribbean Sea 
on the right. The short drive through the town of Soufriere then takes you to Toraille Waterfall and Gardens - a breathtaking 
waterfall that gushes 50 feet over a cliff side and cascades into a natural pool at the center of a beautiful garden with tropical 
flowers. You may take a refreshing dip in the pool or take a leisurely walk through the lush greens and dazzling colours of this 
enchanting tropical paradise.

A nature trail meanders through the gardens, with peaceful resting points where you can enjoy a view of the majestic Pitons! 
Well-trained guides will point out the fascinating history and flora to you. Your next stop is at Fond Doux Estate where you 
can experience the wonders of a working family plantation. Walk among the tropical flowers and fauna and learn about the 
different uses of plants and herbs. You may have the opportunity of sampling chocolate in its natural form. Visit the old Copra 
House and learn how coconuts will end up as oil, creams, or soaps! Smell fresh cocoa, and learn the process of this special 
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commodity before it becomes chocolate. After some tasty refreshments its time to return to the ship and leave this paradise 
behind.

Minimum age to participate is 7 years old. Maximum weight limit is 265 pounds. 

SL49 - Deep Sea Fishing
PRICE: ADULT: 150.00 / CHILD: 150.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

    
Deep Sea fishing is a popular recreational activity in the Caribbean and St. Lucia has one of the prettiest locations to spend a 
day of fishing. The colorful coral reefs lie all along the edge of the island and drop quickly into a thousand feet or more of blue 
water. With St. Lucia's natural beauty, protected dive sites and rugged mountainous rainforest as a backdrop, outdoor lovers 
experiencing the offshore waters will know they are in a special place. The waters off the coast of the island are home to 
several species of game fish, such as mackerel, king mackerel, white marlin, barracuda, kingfish and sailfish. 

SL51 - Dolphin & Whale Watch Safari
PRICE: ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Pods of spinning and spotted dolphins, Pilot and Sperm are among the whales, which may be seen in St. Lucia s waters. Join 
the crew in the exhilarating natural experience for a three-hour-trip on board a hydrophone-equipped boat as you motor down 
the west coast. 

Although the success rate of sighting is quite high, there can be no guarantee.Soft drinks, mineral water, local beer and light 
snacks are provided on your trip.

Note: Possible changes in Sea conditions due to weather conditions may occur which could affect sightings of mammals.

Minimum age to participate is 4 years old. 

SL56 - Jeep Safari and Waterfall Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 26.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Board one of these 4 wheel drive vehicles for an exciting half-day of fun. Once this tour starts, it's a 30-minute drive on the 
scenic seaside main road, before you arrive at a lush valley fully planted with bananas, St. Lucia's main agricultural export. 
From there, we leave modern civilization behind and we commence our "Jungle Journey" through rural countryside. You may 
get a chance to sample local fare, including refreshing coconut water and other fruit in season. Your vehicles are also stocked 
with soft drinks, water and rum punch. Your Driver/ Guide will point out areas of interest and identify local flora and fauna 
along the way. 

The scenery is peaceful yet exciting as the road winds upward. Once at the summit, you'll have time to enjoy the view. 
Weather permitting; you will be able to see the tallest mountain in St. Lucia, Morne Gimie, standing at a commanding 3,200 feet 
tall with the tip often obscured by the clouds. After a brief stop, the trail winds downhill to the next stop for a fifteen-minute 
hike (either way) to a natural waterfall surrounded by lush vegetation. Take this opportunity to capture this moment on 
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camera!

It is then on to the fishing village of Anse la Raye where restroom facilities are available. One can also take a few minutes to 
explore the village. You may take a stroll and visit the historic Roman Catholic Church and visit the waterfront where you may 
get a chance to see fishermen taking in the catch of the day or purchase a local souvenir for family back home. Next, proceed 
to to the natural pool on the river for a quick swim. From there, it's a half an hour scenic return trip.

Note: Swimming will be done at a natural pool a few minutes driving away from the waterfall, depending on the condition of 
the natural pool. This is due to the fact that the pool may be muddy after a heavy downpour, when the sediments deposited 
may not have settled as yet. The minimum age for paticipation is 4 years old, and the maximum weight is 275 pounds. 

SL57 - Best Views of St. Lucia
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
This tour will take you on a spectacular sightseeing trip with fabulous views of St Lucia. 

You ll depart from the pier in air-conditioned buses passing the Castries market with its colorful activity, the historic Roman 
Catholic Church and the city square recently renamed the Derek Walcott square in honor of the island s second Nobel 
Laureate.  Your first stop is the viewing point at Morne Fortune.  Enjoy the panoramic view of the city of Castries and the 
harbor below.  On a clear day you can even see the mountain ranges of the neighboring island of Martinique.

From there you ll drive to the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College, renamed for the island s first Nobel Laureate.  Most of the 
college buildings are renovated army barracks used during the eighteenth century wars between the British and the French in 
their quest for ownership of St Lucia. Your second stop is the Iniskilling monument, erected in 1932 in honor of the gallant 
27th Iniskilling Regiment who captured the Morne for the British in 1796. Original cannons used in the war can also be seen at 
this site. The monument sits on the edge of a hilltop and also commands spectacular views of Castries.

Your drive continues along peaceful back roads running along the ridge of a mountain top. This allows for breathtaking views 
of both sides with both the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.  Passing through communities with French derived names, 
you will marvel at the lush green vegetation, peaceful farming communities and spectacular views. The La Souciere (The 
sorceress) mountain with the appearance of a woman lying flat is also clearly visible during your tour.  The third photo stop 
overlooks the Marquis estate which was one of the first and largest banana plantations in St Lucia.  Local apricot trees cast 
their shade over the road.

The last stop is at Stony Hill, a beautiful private home with a well manicured lawn edged by a tropical garden and fronted with 
a breathtaking view of the Rodney Bay Marina, for some welcome snacks and fruit juice. Relax under the large mango tree 
shading the pool deck while sipping your drink or stroll through the gardens at your own pace.  This stop is also a restroom 
stop.   From there it is a twenty minute drive to your ship. 

SL58 - Pigeon Island Sea Kayaking
PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 55.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Sea kayaking is a fun and exciting way to experience historic Pigeon Island National Park. After a brief transfer to Rodney Bay, 
a safety briefing and kayaking lesson will be provided prior to your approximately 30-minute paddle on a two-person kayak. 
Because of the calm water and the relatively short distance to paddle, this tour is ideal for novices. As you kayak, the guide 
will relate the interesting history of the area, from the days of the pirates to the occupation of Pigeon Island as a former U.S. 
Naval Base. Upon arrival at the island, you'll have ample time to enjoy the small beach, swim, kayak and explore the ruins of 
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18th-century British fortifications and the small museum and interpretive center. A beverage and light snack will be served, 
and there is a restaurant/bar for your convenience. From Pigeon Island, you'll be transported back to the ship by mini bus or 
open-air truck. 

Note: This is an active excursion suitable only for those in good physical condition. Please wear a bathing suit and bring a 
towel and adequate sun protection.

Minimum Age: 12 years old. Weight restricitions are from a minimum of 50 pounds to a maximum of 400 pounds (Combined 
Weight). 

SL60 - Aerial Tram
PRICE: ADULT: 119.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Beginning from the port, on a fully air conditioned but, your excursion travels through the Capital city of Castries and to a 
village nestled at over 2000 feet up in the mountains. The ride takes 30 minutes from the port to the base station. 

At the site, a brief orientation and safety instructions will be given, followed by your aerial tram journey into the Rainforest. 
You will be treatedto a bird's eye view of a truly mature Caribbean Oceanic Rainforest. Dense thickets of surreal vegetation 
merge with cascades of flowers. Lavender stars, orange bursts, yellow berries and white lace thrive on the branches of 
frangrant flowering trees. Giant Chantannier and Bommier Trees tower as high as 90 feet over the landscape and provide food 
and shelter for St. Lucia's endemic and endangered Parrot.

Note: There are no age or physical restrictions as all facilities are universally accessible. Please wear comfortable shoes and 
clothes. A light jacket or rain poncho may be needed on a rainy day. Do not forget to bring sunscreen, insect repellant, a cap, 
binoculars and camera.

Maximum weight restriction is 350 pounds. 

SL63 - Scenic and Special Treasures of St Lucia
PRICE: ADULT: 35.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx. 

    
You will journey through Vigie's splendid ocean view peninsula, to the edge of the legendary Morne Fortune where you will 
enjoy an ambiance of serenity and amazing beauty. Vigie means 'Lookout Point!' and was so named by French militants being 
watchful of their British enemies. Visit its military barracks that have passed the test of time and element. From here the long 
sweep of the distant hills of neighboring Martinique can be seen at the horizon. Your tour will continue to the City of Castries. 
Experience an interlace of French colonial architecture and modern culture. Although burnt to the ground in 1948, its landmark 
the Derek Walcott Square stands today to house the majestically placed busts of their most famous Nobel laureates, Sir 
Arthur Lewis and Derek Walcott.

You continue on the southern side of Castries where Morne Fortune lies 900 feet above sea level. The road snakes up its 
slopes. The view is truly breath taking. Bask in this sensational panorama of the city and its surrounding hills, the harbor and 
the north of the island. The second half of your tour will take you to La Place Carenage in the city. The visit starts with a small 
museum. Artifacts and remains of St. Lucia's first Amerindian inhabitants are on display, the most fascinating being the 
skeleton of a middle-aged Arawak woman dating back to 400AD. From the museum tour, you are invited into the Animation 
Theater. It is a light and sound show that relates the story of the history of St. Lucia. Using audio, video and special effects, 
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the presentation illustrates the Anglo-French wars for domination of St. Lucia, the importance of Port Castries and the 
catastrophes that have destroyed the capital. Well-known French, British and American personalities that have helped shaped 
the country's history are also included in the narration. You will then have approximately 45 minutes to enjoy the wide 
assortment of shops at La Place Carenage Duty Free Shopping Mall.

Note: Minimum height to participate is 3'6" Tall. Minimum age is 8 years maximum age 70 year sold. 

SL65 - Aerial Tram & Canopy
PRICE: ADULT: 129.00 / CHILD: 129.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Travel by air-conditioned bus through St. Lucia's countryside, passing many towns such as Babonneau, Fond Assau and 
Chassin. After your 30-minute ride, you'll reach the Rain Forest Sky Rides Eco Park. Upon arrival, you'll be geared up (harness, 
helmet and gloves) and given an orientation by your professional guides. After successfully completing your training cable, 
you'll board the aerial tram to reach your hike. After about 30 minutes, you'll reach the Canopy platform where you'll begin 
your exhilarating experience. Fly around the high rain forest trees and marvel at the great views of the Atlantic Ocean and 
Caribbean Sea.

Notes: Minimum age to participate is 12 years old. Maximum weight limit is 300 pounds. Pregnant guests or those with heart 
problems should not participate. Guests should bring suntan lotion and wear walking/hiking shoes and long shorts or 
trousers. High heels, sandals or flip flops are not allowed. 

SL69 - St. Lucian Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 28.00 / CHILD: 19.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
A brief drive takes you to one of St. Lucia's beautiful beaches in the Choc Bay area. Here you will be taken to the Wharf where 
a beach chair and complimentary drink await you. Spend 2 hours and 30 minutes swimming in the calm waters of the Caribbean 
Sea before returning to the ship. 

SL72 - Land and Sea to Soufriere
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 53.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours Approx. 

    
This combination tour offers a comprehensive look at St. Lucia's lush green mountains, banana valleys, rain forests, fishing 
villages, and the town of Soufriere. By bus, you'll drive through Castries past the market and cathedral. At Morne Fortune, 
you'll have a panoramic view of the island before traveling through Cul de Sac Valley and the Roseau banana plantations. At 
the fishing villages of Anse-La-Raye and Canaries, you may see fishermen repairing nets and building fishing canoes.

You'll continue along a winding road near the rain forest before coming to Soufriere, where the dramatic Pitons rise more than 
2,500 feet from the sea.

You'll have a short guided visit of the Sulphur Springs, the world's only drive-in volcano, where you can drive right into the 
crater to see pools of bubbling mud. From here, you will drive to Morne Coubaril Plantation where a Creole buffet lunch will be 
served at a restaurant. Afterwards, board a boat for a relaxing ride back to Castries. Cruise down the scenic coastline to the 
tranquil cove of Anse Cochon for swimming in the crystal-clear waters. You'll cruise past beautiful Marigot Bay before arriving 
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back at the ship.

Note: The order of the tour may change. You will either start by bus and return by boat, or start by boat and return by bus. 
The swimming location may change due to weather conditions.

Minimum age to participate is 4 years old. 

SL73 - Nature Hike & Mineral Waterfall
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours Approx. 

    
This tour commences with your drive along the west coast through fishing villages, banana plantations, and the edge of the 
rain forest before arriving at Soufriere, the home of the majestic Pitons. You will be welcomed at the start of the trail by your 
guide, who will introduce you to a sulphuric waterfall known for its therapeutic healing powers. As you walk through the 
volcanic forest area, you will be educated about the flora and fauna, including the many tropical endemic birds.

After walking for approximately one hour, you will arrive at the waterfall where you will be given an explanation of the minerals 
that the water contains and what makes it so medicinal. You can relax in the sulphuric water and also enjoy a cool refreshing 
fruit juice or water. After the time at the falls, you will be going up the hill for a view of the Sulphur Springs---St. Lucia's walk-in 
volcano, and then down to your bus. You will then be taken to the restaurant where you will be served a Creole lunch. When 
lunch is finished, you will return to Castries via bus.

Minimum age is 12 years, Maximum age is 65 years. Maximum weight is 230 pounds. 

SL74 - Rainforest Hike Adventure & Waterfall Swim
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
Enjoy an adventurous exclusive tour to a 350-acre remote rainforest aboard an air-conditioned bus. This journey will take you 
from the capital, Castries, through Saint Lucia's lush tropical countryside to the village of Canaries. An expert tour guide will 
explain the history of St. Lucia as well as the dramatic scenery encountered during your trip. The Canaries Village is a 
picturesque drive along a hilly coastal road, providing dramatic views of fishing villages, banana plantations and the ocean 
below. As you enter the center of the Canaries village, you will head off-road and inland over rough and rocky terrain. For 
three miles, the road continues to twist and climb into the fringes of the rainforest. Your guide will inform you of the many 
plants, trees and crops grown along the route until you arrive at the western edge of the Grand Bois and Belle Etoile Estates.

The estates are separated by the Canaries River, Grand Bois to the north, and Belle Etoile to the south. Your hike will take you 
along this river where you will see a number of natural pools, including two of Saint Lucia's best waterfalls where you will be 
encouraged to rest or enjoy a cool refreshing swim in crystal clear waters. Also, en route you will have an opportunity to 
sample many local fruits and vegetables. Among the rare and beautiful birds adding color to the scene are the White Breasted 
Thrasher, the St. Lucia Peewee, and the St. Lucia Oriole. On your return journey from the rainforest, you will stop at Jude's bar 
in the local village to enjoy a beverage of your choice (includes alcoholic drinks), a roadside bakery, to see how one of the 
local vegetables grown on the estate is processed to make a peculiar bread, and finally at Marigot Bay for a romantic view and 
photo opportunity of Saint Lucia's most beautiful yachting harbor. Leaving Marigot Bay you will board the bus for the return 
journey to Castries and your ship.

Note: The minimum age for participation on this tour is 8 years old. 
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SL76 - Snorkel at Marine Park
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

    
Leaving the port you will cruise along the western coastline of the island bypassing La Toc Peninsula, Marigot Bay and Anse 
La Raye before arriving at the snorkel site within the Marine Park. Here you will find a labyrinth of shallow reefs and coral 
heads that act as the habitat for schools of French Grunts, Goat Fish, Jacks and Snappers. Other fish that can be seen there in 
abundance are Parrot, Trumpet, Peacock Flounders and Rock Fish.

A variety of eels, black and moray, golden spotted and sharp nose can also be seen at times. Octopus and lobsters can be 
seen on occasions lodged in the rocks along with sea urchins, starfish, sand divers and flying gurnard. Guests have seen 
turtles and Southern Sting Rays in the sandy areas. If you would like to relax, there is easy access to the beach for those who 
wish to rest or head back to the boat. Refreshments are served while on board after this exciting time spent in the water.

SL77 - Tree Top Canopy Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
Depart the port in air-conditioned transportation for the scenic drive through the capital city Castries, past lush banana 
plantations, and along the north-east coast road to the fishing village of Dennery, and then into the heart of the rainforest to 
Treetop Adventure Park. Upon arrival at the Welcome Centre, guests receive a safety briefing and orientation, while suiting up 
in the equipment provided.

Experience the exhilaration of the most exciting tour in the Caribbean. Zipping through the treetops in the middle of the tropical 
rainforest delivers a rush that would leave even Tarzan breathless.

Trained guides take you on the ride of your life. The zip line ride is a system of integrated cables and rigging designed for 
maximum thrill and exposure to the best views of the rainforest. Our canopy includes 10 elements consisting of 12 zip lines 
including the island's longest and highest, extending up to 800 feet between platforms and reaching heights up to 150 feet 
above the forest floor and two net bridges which travels up to 60ft long. Between zips there is plenty of time to take in the 
unique panoramic views and observe the magnificent flora and fauna indigenous to the forest.

After the ride, relax and enjoy complimentary local refreshments while surrounded by the beauty and serenity of nature.

The minimum age to participate on this tour is 12 years old. The maximum weight to participate on this tour is 300 lbs.

Note: Any persons with back problems, severe heart complications, or expectant mothers should not attempt this tour. 

SL78 - Scenic Drive to Pigeon Point and Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 35.00 / CHILD: 19.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

  
Explore the lush, tropical beauty of northern St Lucia on this tour, which begins with a drive around the centre of Castries. You 
will see the vibrant and colorful local market and the Cathedral of The Immaculate Conception, with its magnificent 
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architecture, before proceeding to Morne Fortune. Here, you will marvel at the superb, sweeping view of Castries and the 
spectacular mountain range that extends across the island. On a clear day, the French island of Martinique can be seen on the 
horizon.

Batik, the process of dyeing fabric to give it an individual pattern, is said to have originated in Indonesia perhaps as long ago 
as 2,000 years. At Caribelle Batik they create beautiful, intricate designs. The unique fabrics produced are made into lovely, 
cool casual wear that you may like to purchase.

Your tour then continues through the countryside, and you will enjoy wonderful views of banana plantations and the island's 
lush vegetation, encompassing many different types of tropical flora. You will drive pass Rodney Bay with its marina, before 
visiting Pigeon Island Park and the mini-museum, where tales of Pigeon Island's past, spanning 1,000 years, unfold. Relics of 
St Lucia's historical occupation are evident everywhere, and Legend has it that it was the hideout for the famous French pirate, 
Francois Le Clerc better known as "Jambe De Bois," in the 17th century.

Stroll along the marked trails dotted with historical sites and stop at the Jambe de Bois Restaurant for a refreshing drink and 
take in great views of the northern tip of the island and nearby Martinique. Then it's on to one of the two quaint little beach 
coves endowed with groves of lush tropical trees, including big banyans, that tower high above the soft golden sands. Here, 
you can swim for about one hour, soak up the sun or simply wander around the park.

SL79 - St Lucia Golf
PRICE: ADULT: 145.00 / CHILD: 145.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

  
The St. Lucia Golf and Country Club is located at the northern end of the island. Approximately twenty (20) minutes away from 
the cruise ship. This facility has everything to accommodate the avid golfer. A beautiful and challenging Par 71, 6,829 yd. 
facility gives the professional, amateur or novice golfer more fun and relaxation than can ever be imagined. From the greens 
you can view the tropical mountains, which are all part of the wonderful experience of playing here. This semi private golf 
course accommodates players of all skill levels, from novice to professional; all within a tropical landscape.

After a round of golf, visit the Pro Shop for a wide selection of golf equipment and accessories including top name brands 
such as Slazenger, Wilson, and Titleist. When you are finished with playing, feel free to visit the 19th hole at the St. Lucia Golf 
and Country Clubhouse. For an additional cost, you can unwind and enjoy the Caribbean atmosphere with your favorite 
beverage and snack at Duffer's Restaurant and Bar.

Note: Rental Clubs are available from the Club House for an additional $20.00 fee. Also golf shoes are available for an 
additional $10.00. 

SL81 - South Island Waterfall and Plantation
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
"Your journey will take you from the capital, Castries through Saint Lucia's lush tropical countryside through fishing villages 
and banana plantations to Colombette, a scenic point with dramatic views overlooking the town of Soufriere and the famous 
pitons. After a brief photo stop you will proceed to the Toraille Waterfall. Cascading from an approximate height of 50 feet, the 
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Toraille falls is indeed wonderful. It has in fact, been accepted as one of St Lucia's nature heritage sites. Locals come here to 
escape and come to the waterfall to clear their mind for the up coming week of work.

After a refreshing dip in the waterfall or walk through the lush gardens we drive onto the Morne Coubaril Estate, a vast and 
historic estate dating back to the 17th Century, which continues to grow cocoa, coconuts and manioc, allowing visitors to see 
in person traditional agriculture methods. At this working plantation you will walk through trails and experience the tropical 
foliage and fauna. See how cocoa is processed the traditional way to make chocolate and how coconuts are processed to make 
everyday items such as oils, creams and soap. By now it's time for some complimentary refreshments before we make our 
journey back to Castries and your ship." 

ZP01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE: ADULT: 155.00 / CHILD: 155.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
After a quick shuttle from dockside to your dive boat, you will depart on your underwater adventure. The dive locations will 
be dependent upon the weather in order to ensure maximum visibility. The growing abundance of tropical fish and the natural 
beauty of the reefs make diving in St. Lucia a memorable experience. This dive package includes a 3-course buffet lunch at the 
Anse Chastanet Hotel and use of the beach lounge chairs. This is an experience certified divers won't want to miss.

Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid 
certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is offered on certain ships. Tank and weights are included for all divers. 
Equipment package includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins, and snorkel. Wetsuit is not included. 

Minimum Age: 12 years old. 

ZP02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE: ADULT: 145.00 / CHILD: 145.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
After a quick shuttle from dockside to your dive boat, you will depart on your underwater adventure. The dive locations will 
be dependent upon the weather in order to ensure maximum visibility. The growing abundance of tropical fish and the natural 
beauty of the reefs make diving in St. Lucia a memorable experience. This dive package includes two dives, a 3-course buffet 
lunch at the Anse Chastanet Hotel and use of the beach lounge chairs. This is an experience certified divers won't want to 
miss.

Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid 
certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is offered on certain ships. Note: Tank and weights are included for all 
divers. Wetsuit is not included.

Minimum Age: 12 years old. 
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Philipsburg, St. Maarten 

SM02 - Butterfly Farm & Marigot
PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 23.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
This narrated tour will take you around the two nation island of St. Maarten, enabling you to see magnificent scenery and take 
some great pictures.

You will be watching nature at work in the Butterfly Farm, as you step into a tropical area with hundreds of butterflies 
fluttering around you. You will have a guided tour explaining about the butterflies and about butterfly gardening. Also enjoy a 
complimentary beverage while you take some time to wander around the gift shop before going to the next stop on the tour, 
Marigot.

Marigot is the capital of the French side of the island, and is known for its sidewalk cafes, colorful open-air markets, and duty 
free shops. You will have some time in town before returning to the pier.

Note: The order of the tour may change. Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays. 

SM05 - Kayak and Snorkel Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
The tour leaves from the sandy beach at the Port de Plaisance Resort after a short kayak and snorkeling instruction by the 
guide. You will paddle through the Simpson Bay Lagoon past multi million dollar yachts of the stars which dock here in the 
high season and then continue under the Simpson Bay Bridge across the Kim Sha Bay until you reach a small beach at the 
Pelican Resort.

This is where you will beach your kayak and have a 10-minute snorkeling instruction by your guide. You will swim along with 
your guide for 5 minutes to the shallow reef at Pelican Rock, a nesting haven for Pelicans and Terns, where you will spend 45 
minutes to an hour looking at the beautiful world below. Elegant Angel Fish, brightly colored Parrot Fish and hundreds of reef 
fish are just a few of the amazing creatures you will glimpse in this serene location. There is also a beautiful sandy beach 
where you can rest if you feel the need to. On the way back along the Pelican coast, the guide will point out the neighboring 
islands of Saba, St. Eustatius and St. Kitts that can be seen clearly from this southern side of St. Maarten.

Upon arrival at the Port de Plaisance Beach, a cold drink will be served to you and your fellow paddlers.

Note: Minimum age to participate is 9 years old and the maximum weight for participation is 350 pounds. 

SM06 - St. Martin Beach Rendezvous
PRICE: ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 40.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 
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This renowned tour will take you in air-conditioned transportation to a perfectly located beach bar and restaurant on Orient 
Beach, critically acclaimed as the French Riviera of the Caribbean with more than one and a half miles of beautiful white sand, 
fringed by coconut palms and sea grape trees. 

En route, an experienced guide will provide an interesting narrative including a brief history of the island, and will also give 
information regarding the day, location, facilities, and time schedules. Your guide will then remain with you for the duration of 
the tour to answer questions and be of any assistance necessary to ensure your day is enjoyable and trouble-free. 

Upon arrival, a welcome rum or fruit cocktail is served as you are escorted to your complimentary lounge chair and cushion, 
which has been reserved in an area just for you. Umbrellas are available for a nominal fee.

Lunch, with a choice of three entrees and a refreshing beverage (beer, wine, soda or mixed drink), is served at shaded tables on 
the beach. After lunch you will still have more than enough time to relax on the beach, have a massage, take advantage of the 
largest selection of water sports for rent on the island, or even get a tattoo! You name it; Orient Beach has it! (extra amenities 
not included). 

Note: Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may be 
observed. 

SM08 - Golden Eagle Island Sailaway
PRICE: ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
Red carpet and bowties greet you on the Golden Eagle sailing experience, visiting Tintamarre Island Nature Reserve on the 
French side. The fabulous pink sand beach and natural snorkel site awaits. Your friendly crew serves Baguette sandwiches 
and ice cold drinks on your sail back. Snorkel equipment, mask, fins, snorkel instruction, safety vest and beach floats are 
provided.

Note: Guests may have to get into the water in order to access the beach. Further, there is a possibility that some nudity may 
be observed on the beach. Guests 17 years of age and younger, must be accompanied by an adult. Minimum age to participate 
is 4 years old. Maximum weight: 250 pounds. 

SM10 - St. Maarten Natural Wonders
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Experience the full beauty of Natural St. Maarten on a tour that takes you on a journey of discovery. After boarding your air-
conditioned bus at the dock, you will make the scenic trip to some of St. Martin s best ecological attractions and areas. First 
you will travel along Philipsburg s natural salt ponds where your knowledgeable guide will provide interesting information 
regarding the importance of the salt ponds to the eco-system. 

You will then arrive at the St Martin Park where a guide will introduce you to some very unique residents, including an 
amazing array of parrots, Blue and Gold, Green-winged and Scarlet Macaws. You will have an opportunity to see the Caribbean 
and American Tropics come alive, with 80 species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates displayed in a 
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tropical, garden setting. From the Jamaican Fruit Bats in the Bat Cave, to the monkeys on Monkey Island, you will be touched 
by the great care given to these special animals.

After enjoying a beverage at the Monkey Bar, your tour continues through the mountainous Middle Region, and heads for 
the area of Oyster Pond. Along this picturesque eastern coastal road, you can view St. Barths, Tintemarre, and the many 
smaller islets that dot the Caribbean Sea. A brief stop allows you to climb a small wooden lookout at Baie D Embouchure. Your 
guide will discuss the environmental importance of the reefs and the Mangroves that can be seen from this area before 
heading back into the interior, passing mangrove colonies along the way. Your well-informed guide will continue to point out 
interesting facts about the island s flora on fauna including the interesting medicinal use of island bush tea .

Your tour continues on and skirts the eastern shore of Simpson Bay Lagoon before starting back towards Great Bay. From the 
vantage point at the top of Cayhill, the islands of Saba, Statia, St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla are all visible. Enjoy a brief photo 
opportunity here as your guide discusses the geological details of St Martin including the history of its formation millions of 
years ago. You will then head back to Philipsburg, passing Belair Fresh Pond which is fringed with mangroves and home to 
nineteen species of Avifauna.

Note: Footwear suitable for walking over rough terrain, sun block and sunglasses are recommended. 

SM14 - Seaworld Explorer
PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Your tour will leave Philipsburg, on the Dutch side of the island, and drive up the eastern side to the second largest town in St. 
Martin, Grand Case, a quaint, unspoiled fishing village surrounded by an idyllic bay. 

Here at Grand Case Pier, you will board the Seaworld Explorer, a semi-submarine, which takes you on a 60-minute narrated tour 
of the coral reefs surrounding Creole Rock. Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine developed in Australia for 
use on the Great Barrier Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of the boat and sit in air-conditioned 
comfort five feet below the surface of the water, exploring sea life through individual, clear glass windows. The highlight of 
this trip is when a diver is surrounded by schools of feeding fish and green and spotted moray eels, which he feeds right in 
front of your window. A knowledgeable marine expert will provide you with information on the amazing underwater world 
around, and will be happy to answer questions. On the return trip to shore, the crew will serve you a complimentary drink, 
which you can enjoy along with the magnificent view of Grand Case Bay and Creole Rock. 

SM17 - St. Maarten Rhino Rider Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 94.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Experience on-the-water excitement with these two-man RHINO RIDERS, zippy 10' inflatable motorboats that are yours to 
command for a couple of hours of fun in the sun! 

At the RHINO RIDER base in the calm waters of Simpson Bay Lagoon, you'll be welcomed by staff that will offer the basic 
instruction required to operate these vehicles. You'll then have the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the boats, prior to 
starting off on your adventure. Following a guide, you'll maneuver safely through the anchorage of hundred of boats and 
alongside mega yacht marinas, and then exit the lagoon into Marigot, the French capital. View historic Fort Louis, which 
overlooks the bay, and continue along the picturesque coastline to relax at Happy Bay, your final destination. It's your choice, 
whether you hike the trail, snorkel the reef (gear provided), or build sandcastles on the secluded beach. The time is yours to 
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enjoy the beautiful surroundings.

Note: Guests 17 years of age and younger must be accompanied by a parent of guardian. Guests must be a minimum of 18 
years of age to drive boats. The minimum age to participate in this tour is 10 years of age. Further, the maximum weight of 
combined participants is 400 pounds. This tour is not suitable for guests with back problems, guests who are pregnant, or 
non-swimmers. 

SM25 - St. Maarten Sensation & Beach Break with Lunch
PRICE: ADULT: 67.00 / CHILD: 57.00 USD
DURATION: 6 Hours Approx. 

   
After you meet on the pier you will be driven through the Dutch Capital of Phillipsburg, continuing on into the countryside 
and hills, which offer wonderful views. Your first stop is Cole Bay Hill, offering picturesque views and photo opportunities. 
You will then travel through typical Caribbean villages, across the border to Marigot. Here, you will have the chance to stroll 
through this quaint French Colonial Capital.

The tour then proceeds through Grand Case and onto Orient Beach, where you will have time to enjoy the beach, a welcome 
drink, bbq lunch and a beach lounge chair - all included within the excursion. After enjoying Orient Beach and facilities, you 
will re-board your transportation for a scenic drive through the French Quarter before arriving back at the cruise ship pier.

Note: Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and Holidays. Because this excursion stops at Orient Bay, there is a 
possibility that some nudity may be observed 

SM31 - St. Maarten Art Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 47.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

   
This tour takes you around the island through St. Martin s / St. Maarten s most charming local districts to visit the island s 
own elite group of talented artists. 

Your tour will begin in picturesque French Oyster Pond, where you enter into the quaint home and gallery of Dona Bryhiel. 
Dona is a well-known artist of the modern figurative style and mixed media. She has a definite and pronounced Flare: many 
rapid strokes of the pen or brush.

Your tour then proceeds further on into Oyster Pond, to the home and studio of, Marie Moine, who continues the French 
tradition of "big fire earthenware". Her creole paintings  are exclusive freehand creations rich with many colors. Collectors 
highly regard, Marie, for her fingertip passion.

The next stop will be at the home and studio of Minguet, whose lithographs, oils and watercolors burst forth in explosions of 
incredible colors. This is followed by a visit to Concordia, a bustling suburb of Marigot, where you enter the home of Francis 
Eck, French professional artist, modern figuration school. He is well traveled through prestigious international exhibitions: 
Paris, London, Tokyo, Geneva and recently, Art International New York 98. His work has the advantage of an official 
quotation, and inspires many writings from international critics.

Your tour then proceeds to Dutch St. Peters where you will enter the home of Ruby Bute, a proud daughter of the soil. 
Painting has always been her life and joy. In her watercolors, oils, acrylics and pastels, one can enjoy St. Martin s culture and 
the natural beauty of her island and its people.
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The final stop will be at Maximilians Art in the garden Gallery,  located in Midtown Philipsburg, Dutch Sint Maarten. This 
gallery in a garden setting is a unique feature on the island whereby original paintings (and prints) by artist Maximilian are 
being displayed amongst plants and flowers. From Realism to Abstract, you will find original works in oil, pastel and/or acrylic. 
Considered as one of the most successful artists on Dutch St. Martin, with numerous exhibitions locally as well as in 
Washington DC, New York and Cuba, his work has been the target of international collectors as well as of local patrons. This 
is an opportunity you don t want to miss!This 3 to 3 ½ hour tour offers a fascinating insight into the world of some of the 
Caribbean s most brilliant artistic minds. Tour participants, if they wish, can acquire a work of art. Prices range extensively 
from a few dollars for a set of postcards or prints to thousands of dollars for a single oil painting. 

SM32 - Marigot Sailing and Shopping
PRICE: ADULT: 74.00 / CHILD: 64.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

  
Transfer from the ship's pier by mini bus for a narrated ride through the Dutch capital of Philipsburg to the famous Simpson 
Bay Lagoon. The crew of the motorized cruiser will take you on a one hour scenic cruise around the lagoon to observe the 
luxury homes and beautiful scenery as you cross the imaginary borderline between the Dutch and French waters. 

Complimentary rum or fruit punch, iced tea and sodas will be offered. Mixed drinks, wine and beer will be available at a nominal 
charge. Your onboard crew will point out places of interest and will advise you, before arriving at Marigot, how to maximize 
your two hours time enjoying the restaurants and exclusive shops there.

After two enchanting hours of exploring this attractive port city with its sidewalk cafes, open-air markets and duty free shops 
you will return aboard and the fun continues on the return to Simpson Bay where your friendly driver will take you back to the 
ship or drop you off downtown if you wish to terminate your tour there.

Note: Tour order may be reversed. Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and Holidays. 

SM44 - Bubba Bottom Fishing & Coastal Cruise
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

  
Bring the whole family and join this unique fun filled fishing trip aboard the newly renovated custom built fishing boat 
BUBBA.

After a 5-minute drive you arrive at Doc Maarten Marina where you will board BUBBA and be welcomed by the professional 
crew of four - the skipper, two experienced mates and your host/hostess.

As you set sail for a 45-minute cruise along the stunning St. Maarten coastline you will be given your high tech rod and reel 
and receive instructions from the crew.

Upon reaching the fishing site you will drop anchor or drift, depending on the current, for approximately 2 hours of enjoyable 
bottom fishing. The mates will assist in preparing and baiting your hooks and will be ready to lend a hand if you get a bite! 
Your friendly host/hostess will also be close by to serve you complimentary beverages throughout the trip.

Following the beautiful return cruise to Philipsburg you may either walk the short distance to town for shopping, or return 
directly to the ship with the scheduled transportation to tell all your fellow passengers your day's fishing stories!
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Notes: This is not trolling or big game/deep-sea sport fishing. This is a catch and release bottom-fishing excursion with the 
opportunity of catching fish such as Snapper, Grouper, Red Hinds, Cooneys, Barracuda, Trigger Fish, Snook, Jack, and 
African Pompano. Guests who are prone to seasickness should take the necessary precautions.

Note: The minimum age to participate on this tour is 8 years of age. 

SM46 - Shop, Sightsee Marigot & Beach Getaway
PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

  
For those who love to shop this could be the beginning of a wonderful romance. Leave the ship at your leisure (an early start 
is recommended) and take a regular taxi or a water taxi downtown for independent shopping at the famous Front Street. At 
11:00 a.m. sharp, assemble with your tour guide downtown at the Captain Hodge Wharf/Water taxi landing, to be escorted to 
the transportation that will whisk you away for a narrated ride through the Dutch Capitol and over the Cole Bay hill, offering a 
spectacular view of the Simpson Bay Lagoon. The tour continues through the local villages past the border monument and 
into the French Capitol of Marigot.

You have two hours to explore this attractive port city with its sidewalk cafes, open-air markets and the fashionable shops and 
boutiques offering everything from West Indian souvenirs and art to jewelry, gemstones and electronics. Your guide will be 
able to assist with shopping information and the safe storing of items you have purchased.

The tour then continues into the countryside through the quaint villages to a beautiful Caribbean beach get-a-way where you 
can relax at the water's edge. A welcome drink will be offered along with a beach chair. Beach umbrellas, when available are 
additional.

At 3:45 p.m. the transportation will return to take you back to the ship.

Note: Lunch is not included in this tour as Marigot offers an excellent variety of restaurants and cafes. Most shops in Marigot 
will be closed on Sundays and Holidays. 

SM50 - Butterfly Farm & Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 38.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Upon arrival at the Butterfly Farm, you are welcomed by your guide who will then lead small groups through the specially 
created 1,000 sq. meter exhibition area of landscaped tropical gardens, pools and a waterfall. Here you will see hundreds of rare 
and exotic butterflies fluttering freely around the gardens. The guide will identify different species, point out courtship and 
mating displays and tell butterfly facts and stories. You will also witness the various stages of the butterfly's life cycle, from 
butterflies laying their eggs to caterpillars hatching, growing and forming their chrysalis.

You are then assisted back on the coach to continue your tour to Boo-Boo-Jam on Orient Beach, a 5-10 minute drive away. 
The beach is reputed as much for its natural beauty and setting as it is for being the island's foremost swimsuit optional or 
nude beach. Activities on the beach are numerous and include jet skis, parasailing, wind surfing, snorkeling, kayaking and 
water trampolines.

Note: Portions of Orient Bay are clothing optional, particularly the southern end where Club Orient is located. Partial nudity 
may be encountered. Wear a swimsuit and bring a towel and adequate sun protection. 
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SM53 - Explore the Boardwalk the Fun Way- On a Segway
PRICE: ADULT: 75.00 / CHILD: 75.00 USD
DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Take a scenic 10-minute shuttle boat ride from the vessel to the beachfront boardwalk, which runs along Philipsburg's world 
famous shopping district and the beautiful white sand beaches of Great Bay. You'll see the Holland House Beach Hotel, where 
you will meet your tour guide and be assigned your personal Segway. You will be surprised at the ease with which young and 
old alike learn to ride the Segway during the short orientation.

You are now ready to experience the sights and sounds of the Caribbean as you glide along the Boardwalk. Where the 
Boardwalk ends, your fun just begins as you and your Segway go on to the beach and travel "off road" for a chance to see St. 
Maarten as it used to be. You will stop at an open-air bar and restaurant for refreshments. On the return, you will glide down 
the boardwalk through the local craft market for some great photos.

Your Segway tour ends at the white sand beach in front of the Holland House where you may choose to lounge on a beach 
chair or walk across the street to the world famous Shopping District. Whenever you are ready, the complimentary shuttle 
boat awaits, which runs every 10 minutes, for your ride back to the ship.

Note: The minimum age for participation is 10 years old. The maximum weight for participation is 300 pounds 

SM56 - America's Cup Sailing Regatta
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Dennis Conner's America's Cup winning Stars and Stripes, Canada II and True North are yours for this once in a lifetime 
adventure. The expert crew will show you exactly what to do in your crew member's position.

Then it's off to the race course; grind a winch, trim a sail, punch a stop watch, or just sit back, relax, and enjoy the 
complimentary refreshments. For this unique adventure, a highlight of your holiday, previous sailing experience is not 
necessary!

After the race enjoy the complimentary victory rum punch party, while you browse through the museum souvenir boutique, 
where Visa and MasterCard are accepted.

Note: Should you choose to participate in the actual sailing of the yacht, please be advised that this can be strenuous and, as 
a participant, you must determine your own limitations. The minimum age in order to participate on this excursion is 12 years of 
age, however, any child must be accompanied by an adult or guardian. 

SM57 - St. Martin Mountain Bike Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 78.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Before setting out from the waterfront in the French Capital of Marigot, you will be outfitted with a bike, safety gear and given 
a safety orientation. Departing the waterfront, you will reach the off-road portion of your tour and head out along the stunning 
coastline towards the only steep hill on your adventure. Once at the top, experience breathtaking views of the city of Marigot 
and the island of Anguilla. Still hugging the coastline, the trail turns into an exhilarating downhill ride. Ride through the rural 
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village Colombier, set deep in a valley where a rest stop will be made. Once back on the trail, you'll glide down and out of the 
valley and through Friar's Bay Village where you will view an old plantation house en route to Friar's Bay Beach. There, you 
will be served a complimentary beverage and have an opportunity to take a refreshing swim before boarding the bus for the 
return trip to the ship.

Note: Open-toed shoes not allowed. Minimum age is 12 years old. 

SM58 - Afternoon Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 22.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
If you are the kind of person who likes to shop til you drop in the morning or just do not want to rush and have lunch on the 
ship, then you may be wondering how to spend the afternoon? Why not take a trouble free trip to the beach and take 
advantage of what St. Martin is famous for, its beaches.

Unwind on one of the Caribbean's best beaches, Orient Bay. You will be driven in air-conditioned transportation to the beach 
and be greeted by a guide who will orient you with all the facilities. You will be supplied with a lounge chair and cushion in an 
area reserved just for you, and you will also enjoy complimentary rum or fruit punch!

For approximately two hours you can just relax in the sun, swim or explore the one and a half miles of beach. You can also take 
advantage of the largest selection of water sports on the island (at additional cost), including parasailing, wave runners and 
non-motorized craft. There are gift shops and you can even get a massage, you name it - you'll find it here! Double umbrellas 
are available to rent.

Note: Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may be 
observed. 

SM59 - 4 x 4 St. Maarten Safari
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
This tour gives a chance for the adventuresome to get away from the crowds and share with fellow guests a 4x4 experience on 
off trails as well as some regular island roads. You will be able to enjoy wonderful views of incredible St. Maarten and 
neighboring islands from vantage points not normally accessible to the general public.

The convoy will explore several rustic areas with special emphasis on popular island attractions, including the famous gourmet 
mecca at Grand Case and the scenic lookout at Cole Bay Hill, offering a view of the famous Simpson Bay Lagoon and 
neighboring islands. A stop off at Mullet Bay Beach will allow you to enjoy a refreshing swim in the Caribbean waters before 
continuing the adventure.

There will be a full hour to explore the shops, markets and restaurants at the French capital, Marigot, before the caravan 
precedes to famous Orient Beach and a wonderful Caribbean beach facility. Lunch is not included in this tour and beach 
chairs, umbrellas and drinks are available at an additional charge.

After a couple of hours at the beach, the group will head back to the starting point via Oyster Pond and the scenic Dawn 
Beach area.
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Note: Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and Holidays.

Driving responsibilities can be rotated and guests planning to drive must be 21 years old with a valid driver's license. All 
vehicles must remain with the group throughout the tour and the minimum age is six. 

SM61 - Deep Sea Fishing Expedition
PRICE: ADULT: 225.00 / CHILD: 225.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

  
Enjoy the excitement of deep-sea fishing aboard a fully equipped sport fishing boat. It's just a three minute drive by mini bus 
to the Great Bay Marina where your captain and crew will be waiting to take you trolling through the deep blue waters with 
possibilities of catching Marlin, Yellowfin Tuna, Dorado, Wahoo and even Barracuda. Ice-cold beers, sodas and juices will be 
offered.

An exciting day is guaranteed even if "one does get away!"

Minimum age to participate is 12 years old. Guests under 16 require adult supervision. 

SM62 - Catamaran Sail & Snorkel Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
It's anchors away aboard this sailing catamaran yacht for an unforgettable underwater adventure of marine life and sunken 
ships.

Octopus, lobster, stingrays and a multitude of other marine life will amaze you on this 1 hour snorkeling expedition. Yachting 
back towards the cruise ship pier, experience Great Bay and wonderful views of the coastline and historic forts as you relax 
sipping on complimentary island rum or fruit punch with the Island Breezes and the beat of magical music capturing your 
imagination and providing you with that special memory that is "SweptAway"!

Minimum age to participate is 6 years old. 

SM72 - Tiki Hut Snorkel Park
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours Approx. 

   
Nestled in a cove, protected from the prevailing winds by cliffs below Fort Amsterdam is where you will find the Tiki Hut 
Snorkel Park! Beneath acres of calm waters lie the hulls of six or more ship wrecks, 16th century cannons and even a scuttled 
yellow submarine. Hundreds of tropical Caribbean reef fish call these wrecks home. Turtles, rays, eels, lobsters and octopus 
visit frequently.

After a short scenic cruise, you will arrive at the private floating Tiki Hut Island. Here, a certified instructor will provide an 
orientation and safety briefing on the use of the snorkel equipment. A salt water pool only 4 ft deep is located on the Tiki 
platform. This pool is used to get you comfortable with snorkel skills. After orientation, the day is yours! Snorkel, swim or just 
relax on a floating lounge or noodle. You may choose to lay on a deck chair and gaze at the beautiful Caribbean land or 
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seascape.

The Tiki Hut offers refreshments and burgers which are cooked to order. Only cash is accepted. You may stay at the Park as 
long as you like, when ready to leave you can take a fresh water shower and you will be taken back to your ship or to town to 
shop and look around Philipsburg. Front Street is beautiful and the shopping is fantastic! Water taxi service back to your ship 
is included.

Minimum age to participate is 5 years old. 

SM73 - The ATV Quad Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Upon meeting at the pier, you are transported a short distance to the ATV staging area, whereupon arrival, you will receive a 
welcome and safety orientation before heading out on your adventure. Departing Oyster Bay "Coralita", the convoy tours 
along the coast through the French Quarter and on over to Orient Bay, where the terrain switches to that of a sandy beach, 
arriving at a Beach Club located on Orient Beach. Here, you will have approximately an hour to enjoy the wonderful beach, 
where you can find optional food and beverage facilities, fresh water showers, restrooms and souvenir shops. After enjoying 
this Caribbean respite, it's time to start your engines as the ATV's take to the road again for the journey to Coralita, where 
awaiting transportation will return participants back to the Cruise Ship Terminal. If you would like, you can be dropped off at 
Philipsburg for additional shopping and exploration! Guests who choose to be dropped of at Philipsburg must make their own 
way back to the terminal.

Minimum age to participate is 18 years old. Due to the nature of the tour, previous driving experience is recommended. 

SM79 - Captain Morgan's Sailing Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
Capt. Serge and his professional crew will take you to experience traditional sailing, on a discovery of the beautiful southern 
coast of the island. You'll see Cay Bay, Simpson Bay, and Maho. Also enjoy sailing to Baie Longue, one of the island's most 
beautiful and peaceful white sand beaches, where you will anchor for BBQ lunch and swimming or snorkeling (snorkeling 
equipment provided).

Baie Longue offers total tranquility and with this stunning backdrop everybody can de-compress with the occasional dip in 
the crystal waters and regular visits to the floating bar. If your goal is simply to relax and do as little as possible, you can 
recline in comfort on Capt. Morgan's large on-deck sun lounges while sipping the special rum punch and soaking up the 
sunshine listening to the wonderful Caribbean music.

Then you set sail and head back to Philipsburg being pushed along by the trade winds. Relaxing music, a complimentary bar 
and a tropical fruit salad gets you back to the cruise ship pier. Captain Morgan is not as big as the party boats. Leaving the 
crowds behind you, Capt. Morgan welcomes a maximum of 20 passengers to ensure an ambiance of private luxury. That leaves 
plenty of room on the deck with spots of shade and lots of sun. All cruises on Capt. Morgan are staffed by a friendly crew 
who will accompany you throughout your tour and treat you to fabulous service.

Note: The minimum age for participation is 3 years old. There is no beach stop on this tour. 

SM80 - Lord Sheffield Tall Ship Adventure
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PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
You will be sailing aboard a traditional rigged tall ship, the 72 foot Lord Sheffield. She is armed with three black powder 
cannons as appropriate for a pirate ship. You will be greeted at the cruise ship pier and escorted to the Lord Sheffield by taxi.

Once aboard, we will set sail for Little Bay, a snorkeling spot with wrecks, cannons, and aquatic life. You will be provided with 
snorkel equipment for an hour of water fun and exploration. Try jumping ship from the bow sprit!

Next the anchor will be weighed, the sails set and you will be off on a lovely sail towards Simpson's Bay. During the sail, you 
will be served complimentary BBQ lunch and drinks.

After an hour the ship will strike all sails and head back to Dock Maarten. Back on the dock, you are now well situated to go 
shopping or otherwise enjoy Phillipsburg which is a 5 minutes walk away from Dock Maarten. Your cruise ship is a ten minute 
walk from Dock Maarten. Price includes transportation to the Lord Sheffiled from the cruise ship. 

SM82 - Aquaboat & Jeep Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 129.00 / CHILD: 129.00 USD
DURATION: 6 Hours Approx. 

  
An adventure created for those who like to get 'Off the Beaten Path' and explore the island by both land and sea! This 
experience starts out with a scenic drive to Simpson Bay and your awaiting two person speed boat. Explore the waters of the 
lagoon and a thrilling cruise along the coast to a Caribbean beach, where guests may enjoy a refreshing swim, before 
continuing the cruise back to your awaiting 4x4 Jeep Wranglers! The exciting adventure continues by land, as you enjoy a 
tour of the island including Mullet Bay, Marigot and world famous Orient Beach, before arriving back to the Cruise Ship Pier! 
A wonderful way in which to enjoy all that St. Maarten has to offer, both on land and sea!

Note: Guests must be a minimum of 4 years to participate. Guests must be a minimum of 21 years to drive. A valid drivers 
license must be presented at time of tour. 

SM85 - Captain Morgan Sail & Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 75.00 / CHILD: 55.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Spoil yourself onboard Captain Morgan 65ft traditional sailing, the only charter sailboat of its kind on St. Maarten. The 
Captain and his professional crew will take you on a smooth sailing and sightseeing tour along the beautiful coastline of 
Dutch St. Maarten. Enjoy snorkeling, and explore the magnificent sea life beneath the warm crystal-clear waters of 
theCaribbean. Departing from the cruise ship pier, your first stop will be at Divi Bay protected Marine Park. If you like to 
snorkel, Captain Morgan is fully equipped with all the required snorkeling gear. If your goal is to do as little as possible, you 
can recline in comfort on Capt. Morgan's large on-deck sun lounge. Our fun floating noodles and bar are available for those 
who prefer to enjoy the views above water! Leaving Divi Bay towards Simpson Bay, our friendly crew will then need some of 
your strong arms to help hoist the sail.

After all this hard work, carried by the gentle swell and the breeze of the Atlantic Ocean, you will be rewarded by a 
"promenade" under sail where you will experience the exciting sensations of traditional sailing. Comfortably seated on the top 
deck, you will have one of the best views from which to discover the South coast of Dutch St Maarten. As you relax and enjoy 
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the sail, the crew will treat you to some lovely snacks and complimentary drinks will be available after snorkeling.

Note: All snorkeling equipment is provided.

SM86 - St. Maarten Island Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 24.00 / CHILD: 14.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Experience a visit to two countries, Holland and France, on one tour. Departing from the Dutch capital, Philipsburg, you'll drive 
through town and pass the Great Salt Pond. At the border, between the Dutch and French sides of the island, you'll stop and 
see the monument signifying the different countries. Then ride through the district of Orleans, once the capital of the French 
side, before continuing to Orient Bay for a spectacular view of Orient Beach, Pinel Island and St. Barts. In the village of Grand 
Case, you'll see old country-style living, restaurants and a lovely beach. You'll continue on to Marigot for approximately 30 
minutes of browsing among the shops and cafes, or just sit back and take in the French atmosphere. On your return drive, a 
stop will be made at a scenic lookout.

Note: Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and Holidays. 

SM88 - Loterie Farm Treetop Adventure Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

   
While you soar between the tops of majestic 200-year-old Mango and Mahogany trees, you will experience, "up close and 
personal" the rich bio-diversity of St. Martin's only rain forest micro-climate (home to the largest bird habitat in the 
Northeastern Caribbean).

Experienced staff will instruct you in the use of high-tech gear and explain the double redundant safety features while giving 
you an overview of the history, ecology and preservation effort of the 300 year old former sugar plantation.

Then it is up, up and away! The exhilarating traverse adventure course, consisting of a sequence of zip-lines, rope swings and 
'bridges' suspended from platforms mounted in the trees of the forest, will leave you in a physical and mental state of total 
euphoria.

To participate in this tour you must be in excellent physical condition with a maximum weight of 250 lbs and a minimum height 
of 54 inches (4.5ft). Comfortable clothing and closed shoes are required. This is a hands-on tour; cameras and other personal 
belongings may not be carried during the traverse adventure. It is recommended that guests remove all jewelry, watches, etc. 
and leave onboard. This is for safety reasons, but also because articles could fall off or get damaged during the activity.

Notes: This tour includes physical exertion and is not recommended for pregnant women, persons with a history of heart 
conditions, seizures, back, knee, neck or shoulder problems or other pre-existing health problems. Children under 18 years of 
age must be accompanied by an adult. 

SM94 - Sea and See Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 
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This three and a half hour tour combines the best St. Martin has to offer - on land and beneath the ocean's surface. The accent 
is very much on cosmopolitan French St. Martin, considered by many to be the most picturesque of this two nation island, 
adding to its allure as the gastronomic capital of the Caribbean. You leave Philipsburg, on the Dutch side of the island, and 
drive up the eastern side to the second largest town in St. Martin, Grand Case, a quaint, unspoiled fishing village surrounded 
by an idyllic bay.

Here at Grand Case Pier, you board the Seaworld Explorer, a semi-submarine, which takes you on a 45 minute narrated tour of 
the coral reefs surrounding Creole Rock. Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine developed in Australia for use 
on the Great Barrier Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of the boat and sit in air-conditioned 
comfort five feet below the surface of the water, exploring sea life in this cruising underwater observatory through clear glass 
windows. The highlight of this portion of the trip is when our diver surrounded by schools of feeding fish, feeds them right in 
front of your window providing an excellent photo opportunity. A knowledgeable marine expert will provide you with 
information on the amazing underwater world, and will be happy to answer questions. On the return trip to shore, you will be 
served a complimentary drink, which you can enjoy along with the magnificent view of Grand Case Bay and Creole Rock.

Your tour continues to the French capital of Marigot, where you will have time to explore this attractive port city with its 
sidewalk cafes, open-air market and duty free shops. Depending on your tour itinerary you will have an opportunity to stop 
off at Orient Bay Lookout for a magnificent view of the east coast and nearby islands or at Cole Bay Lookout on the west 
coast from where you can see the Simpson Bay Lagoon and the neighboring islands of Anguilla, Saba, St. Eustatius, St. Kitts 
and Nevis. 

SM95 - Snuba & Snorkel Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
On this unique SNUBA and Snorkel combo tour you get the best of both worlds! You get to SNUBA at one of three exciting 
stops and you can snorkel or soak up the sun onboard the vessel at the other two stops. Complimentary beverages are 
available throughout the trip.

The first stop is the Sunken Submarine. This recerational sub sits in about 20 feet of water. It's also a great spot to snorkel too.

The second stop is Shipwreck Cove. This stop has various wrecks scattered around the bottom. There are also some coral 
reefs between the wrecks. Good stop to see tropical fish.

The thirs stop is the Coral Reef. This is a shallower location than the other two stops. Once you have completed your water 
activities, feel free to enjoy some rum punch.

Please note the instructors will determine who participates in which activity at each stop. Guests can not participate if they are 
pregnant, have had any major surgery within the last 6 years, or have any serious medical condition. Minimum age: 8 years 
old; Maximum weight 250 pounds. 

SMA1 - Sea Trek St Maarten
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Sea Trek St Maarten is the most incredible Helmet diving experience you will ever have! It is as simple as walking and 
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breathing - No training required and no swimming involved! Your hair stays dry and you can wear your prescription glasses.

On the Sea Trek adventure you will see: shipwrecks, historical canons, sunken Odyssey submarine and an abundant variety of 
fish, corals and sea life. Get your picture taken in our Pirate Jail and have a toast at our King Neptune Cafe! Our Sea Trek staff 
will stay with you at all times. The maximum depth is 20 feet. You will be met at your ship by our friendly Sea Trek staff who 
will escort you to our water shuttle. It is about a 10-15 minute ride to our Sea Trek underwater park. We will then organize 
everyone into groups, securely stow away personal belongings, and do the briefing. Next the real fun begins... there will be 
time to snorkel, swim or just catch some rays (there is shade too) in addition to your awesome dive! After your dive, you can 
enjoy looking at your underwater photos and you will be able to purchase a Photo CD of your Sea Trek adventure! At the end 
of the tour, our water shuttle will take you back to either the cruise ship pier or the downtown shopping district (if you go 
downtown, you will be given a free water taxi bracelet to get back to the cruise ship pier). Your choice! 

SMA6 - Shipwreck Cove Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Departing directly from the Cruise Ship Pier, guests will enjoy approximately 45 minutes of scenic and breathtaking sail along 
the coastline with views of Great Bay, Fort Amsterdam to the snorkeling location "Shipwreck Cove". Upon arriving at 
Shipwreck Cove, guests will have approximately 1 hour to enjoy this wonderful snorkeling experience or just swim in the 
crystal clear Caribbean Sea, after which guests will re-board the vessel for another scenic sail back to the cruise ship pier. 

SMB5 - Harley in Paradise
PRICE: ADULT: 229.00 / CHILD: 229.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
You will be in "Hog Heaven" for this ride through both the Dutch and French sides of St Maarten. After a short bus ride 
through the capital of Philipsburg arrive to the staging area where you'll pick up your Harley Davidson motorcycle and 
complete the necessary paperwork. Once briefed and issued a helmet your guide escorts you for a bike ride through the island. 
The convoy arrives in French capital Marigot, home to Fort Louis, built in 1767 to protect the town from the English. The ride 
continues through the island and the local countryside. Eventually, arriving back to the staging area, transfer to the bus which 
will take you back to the ship.

Note:There will be a guide in front. Make sure to bring your credit card and current motorcycle license to complete the rental 
contract. Driver should be 25 years and no person under 18 can participate. The tour price is per bike and includes CDW 
insurance with a $2000.00 deductible. The deductible is fully or partially charged to the driver's credit card in the event the 
motorcycle is returned damaged. 

ZM01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE: ADULT: 132.00 / CHILD: 132.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50+ dive sites available in waters around St Maarten. In less than 5 minutes, a 
drive to the dive center will be provided for you to register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require. You will then board 
the dive boat where the divemasters and instructors will give you a detailed dive briefing before heading out to the dive sites. 
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Taking a maximum of 6 guests each, the divemasters will then lead you on two dives with a surface interval between each dive.

The dive site will be chosen prior to your dive based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of the sites 
vary between 50 - 75 ft in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible a combination of 1 reef, 1 wreck 
dive will be chosen with safety being the priority. In St. Maarten there is the opportunity to view a wide array of tropical life 
including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, school of barracuda, horse eyed jacks and the occasional inquisitive dolphin 
passing by.

Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid 
certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum age of 12 years. Wetsuit is not included.

This tour is only offered on certain ships. 

ZM02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE: ADULT: 115.00 / CHILD: 115.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50+ dive sites available in waters around St Maarten. In less than 5 minutes, a 
drive to the dive center will be provided for you to register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require. You will then board 
the dive boat where the divemasters and instructors will give you a detailed dive briefing before heading out to the dive sites. 
Taking a maximum of 6 guests each, the divemasters will then lead you on two dives with a surface interval between each dive.

The dive site will be chosen prior to your dive based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of the sites 
vary between 50 - 75 ft in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible a combination of 1 reef, 1 wreck 
dive will be chosen with safety being the priority. In St. Maarten there is the opportunity to view a wide array of tropical life 
including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, school of barracuda, horse eyed jacks and the occasional inquisitive dolphin 
passing by.

Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid 
certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum age of 12 years. Wetsuit is not included.

This tour is only offered on certain ships. 

ZM03 - Discover Scuba Diving
PRICE: ADULT: 115.00 / CHILD: 115.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
If you have ever wanted to try Scuba Diving but never found the time, then the time is now! You will receive a detailed lecture, 
be shown the equipment you will be using and taught the basic scuba diving skills. After the training and an orientation 
session you will then experience the undersea world to view the diverse tropical marine life, coral reefs and sunken wrecks. 
This shallow introduction to scuba diving is designed for the non-diver and is easy, safe and fun. Your course and dive tour 
will be conducted by a PADI certified dive instructor to ensure your safety and maximize your enjoyment. 

Note: Some health restrictions apply. See the staff at the Shore Excursion Desk for details.

Minimum age: 12 years old. 
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This tour is only offered on certain ships. 

ZM07 - PADI Scuba Diver Certification Course
PRICE: ADULT: 249.00 / CHILD: 249.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Most of the world is covered with water. Participate in the PADI Scuba Diver Course onboard and discover what you've been 
missing. This quick and easy course was designed with the vacationer in mind.

The PADI Scuba Diver program is a wonderful and exciting opportunity to explore the underwater world with the comfort and 
safety of having an experienced PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor beside you every step of the way. Throughout the course 
you'll learn the basics of diving through participation in pool dives, knowledge development sessions and 2 exciting open 
water dives in some of the best locations in the world. Upon completion of the short course, you will be awarded the PADI 
Scuba Diver certification. PADI certifications are the most recognized forms of diver education worldwide. Your certification is 
like a passport, allowing you beginner level access to some of the best diving in the world. It also allows you to pursue further 
training in diving.

Two boat training dives in the beautiful waters off the diving paradise St. Maarten and you've earned your PADI Scuba 
Diving Certification. During your two training dives with your professional PADI SeaTrek Instructor, you'll experience the 
fascinating underwater world. A short skill assessment will test your knowledge and underwater comfort level. Once you've 
completed both of these dives, you're ready to begin a lifetime of underwater adventure!

Price includes: 2 Open Water training dives and all gear; except mask and snorkel. Successful completion of pool and academic 
training required prior to the dives, which is conducted on board ship. Scuba equipment is available for purchase at the 
SeaTrek Dive Shop on board at tax and duty free prices.

Duration: 4 1/2 hours in St. Maarten and approximately 12 hrs overall including pool dives and knowledge reviews.

Please print and fill out the PADI Medical History Questionnaire form. This form can be found at: 
http://media.royalcaribbean.com/content/royal/en_US/pdf/PADImedicalrelease.pdf A positive response on the medical 
history questionnaire does not necessarily mean you can't dive, but you will need to consult with your physician prior to 
coming onboard. Also included is the Physicians guide to the Diving Medical. This is a simple guide for your physician to use 
to determine if diving is safe and suitable for you. You need Adobe Acrobat Reader in order to view the PADI Medical 
Release Form. The software can be found at: www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. 

Diving is an adventure like no other. Enjoy a fantastic cruise, and enjoy everything the sea has to offer, above and below the 
waves. Get out there. Minimum Age: 12 years old.Please note this course is only offered on certain ships. 
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San Juan, Puerto Rico 

SJ12 - Old San Juan Walking Tour with airport drop-off
PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Accompanied by your tour guide, you will take a short bus ride from the pier to the entrance of San Felipe del Morro Castle, 
where you will start your walking tour by visiting the inside of this magnificent Castle, the San Felipe del Morro and its 
museum. Then you will enjoy an amazing view of San Juan Bay and continue walking through to the Ballaja Barracks Building. 
You'll also have a visit to Las Americas Museum, Quincentennial Square and San José Square. After exploring the great 
architecture of San José Church and its surroundings, you will go down to Cristo's Street through the narrow cobblestones 
streets and balconies onto San Juan Bautista Cathedral. There will be a photo stop at La Rogativa Monument before arriving 
at Cristo's Chapel. This tour concludes at the airport.

Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with domestic flights departing from 
San Juan at 2:30 PM or later, and guests with international flights departing from San Juan at 3:30 pm or later. For in-transit 
sailings to San Juan this tour will return to the vessel. 

SJ44 - El Yunque Rain Forest Tour with airport drop-off
PRICE: ADULT: 40.00 / CHILD: 40.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

  
A popular side trip out of San Juan is to El Yunque Rain Forest. During the 1 1/2 hour drive, you'll pass towns and rural 
communities en route to one of Puerto Rico's finest spots of natural beauty. El Yunque encompasses 28,000 acres and reaches 
an elevation of 3,526 feet, so it is pleasantly cool. The rain forest averages 200 inches of rainfall a year, making the tropical 
woodlands lush. Upon arrival at Bao Grande, a natural swimming pool, you will depart on a 25-minute walk on Camimitillo trail. 
Along the way you'll see the artificial nest of the Puerto Rican parrot, flora and fauna of the Palo Colorado forest, and other 
forest inhabitants. You will make a short stop at the interpretive station before re-boarding buses for a short ride to the 
Yohaku observation tower. You'll stop at Coca Waterfall, once believed to be the fountain of youth.

Note: This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from San Juan at 4:00 PM or later. The tour will conclude at 
the airport. 

SJ46 - Old and New San Juan City Tour with airport drop-off
PRICE: ADULT: 32.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Experience both modern and colonial San Juan during this excursion. You will visit Fort San Cristobal, a 17th-century military 
fortification, the largest ever built by the Spanish. The Spaniards built San Cristobal and the city walls to defend San Juan from 
attack. You'll have time to explore the tunnels and other ingenious defenses. You'll also see historic landmarks such as the San 
Jose Church, the Governor's Mansion, the Cristo Chapel, El Convento Hotel and other historical areas. You'll also visit the 
Condado section of New San Juan, with its rows of modern condominiums and luxury hotels.
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Note: This tour is only available to guests with domestic flights departing from San Juan at 2:30 PM or later, and guests with 
international flights departing from San Juan at 3:30 pm or later. The tour will conclude at the airport. For in-transit sailings to 
San Juan this tour will return to the vessel. 

SJ47 - Bacardi Rum Distillery with airport drop-off
PRICE: ADULT: 28.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
This tour will give you the opportunity to learn about San Juan's History and the development of its unique sugar cane 
industry. Bacardi Corporation is the largest rum distillery in the world. At the plant you will be able to see the giant fermenting 
tanks that turn sugar cane into molasses and finally into rum. You will be able to follow the process from vat to barrel to bottle, 
and then have a chance to sample the results. You will also have the opportunity to visit the Bacardi shops and museum.

Note: This tour is only available to guests with domestic flights departing from San Juan at 2:30 PM or later, and guests with 
international flights departing from San Juan at 3:30 pm or later. The tour will conclude at the airport. 
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St. Croix, U.S.V.I. 

CX25 - St Croix Mini Boat Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Be your own captain and join us for an adventure like never offered before. Pilot your own 14' boat on the pristine waters of 
the Frederiksted shoreline. Enjoy non-traditional snorkel spots. Explore this tropical wonderland from the Sea. You may see 
turtles, sponges, sea fans and a vast array of tropical fish while enjoying the adventure of piloting your own boat. The tour 
will depart from the Fredricksted Cruise ship Pier, embarking on a beautiful scenic island sail of the historic Frederiksted 
shoreline. Next, passengers will enjoy an exciting powerboat ride touring the West Shore of St Croix on their way to the 
exclusive snorkeling spots of Frederiksted and some of its pristine beaches like sandy point home to the endangered leather 
back turtles. All snorkeling gear and lessons are included in this underwater adventure, with guided touring as well as free 
exploration time. All sodas, waters and a snack will be provided. 

Note: Must be 12 years of age to participate and 18 years of age to drive the boat.

CX27 - Carambola Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
A relaxing day at the beach the Rockefeller way is what Carambola Beach Resort truly is! Located on 150 acres of rolling hills 
on the Northwest side of St. Croix at Davis Bay, this resort was built by Mr. Laurence Rockefeller and is one of four eco 
friendly resorts he built in the Caribbean. Carambola is the quintessential Caribbean beach experience - guests will have a 
chance to relax to the sounds of the surf working its way up the shores in a hammock or enjoy a secluded beach. Swim and 
enjoy the resorts pool and facilities. Guests can purchase a treatment at the Resort Spa for the ultimate relaxation or certified 
divers can purchase a beach dive at the famous Cane Bay Wall. The Carambola Flamboyant lunch menu will be served with a 
tropical fruit or rum punch at the Saman dining room and deck.

Note: Additional activities are available at an extra cost and are not part of the tour package.

CX28 - Half Day Frederiksted Sail & Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 75.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
Departs from Fredricksted Cruise Ship Pier, taking guests on a one-of-a-kind sail to beautiful Sandy Beach aboard the 42 foot 
custom sailing trimaran. Enjoy a wonderful 1 hour and 30 minutes time at Sandy Point Beach, one of the Caribbean's best 
shorelines; guest will be spoiled to one of the most pristine beaches on St. Croix. This beach, managed by the National Park 
Service, is breeding ground for teh rare Leatherback Turtle. After a relaxing 1 hour sail, we will return to the ship. 
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CX29 - Buck Island Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 87.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

    
Buck Island is a must for every visitor, whether you snorkel the underwater trail or just enjoy the cruise. Proclaimed as a 
National Monument by President John F. Kennedy in June, 1962, Buck Island sits off St. Croix's North Coast and consists of 
approximately 18,000 acres of sea and land. Its' main beauty lies in the fantastic reefs and a unique underwater trail.

The tour will depart from the Frederiksted Cruise ship Pier, embarking on a beautiful scenic island drive to historic 
Christiansted. Passengers will enjoy an exciting powerboat ride touring the North Shore of St Croix on their way to the 
exclusive Buck Island Marine Garden. All snorkeling gear, flotation devices and lessons are included in this underwater 
adventure, with guided touring as well as free exploration time. All sodas, water, and Rum Punch will be provided! Tour will 
return to ship.

CX30 - Salt River Kayaking
PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Go kayaking into history! Paddle the Salt River National Park and Ecological Preserve just as the Taino Indians, Carib Indians, 
and Christopher did.

Paddle the calm, protected waters of Salt River while discovering Indian burial grounds and villages. Learn what happened 
when Christopher Columbus anchored outside the reef at Salt River in 1493. Paddle the landing site as his crew did 500 years 
ago. Sunbathe on a pristine beach. We know you will enjoy the park's unique combination of history, ecology, and adventure. 
Caribbean Adventure Tours featured on the Discovery Channel uses stable, sit on top ocean kayaks with back rests for our 
guided tours. Beginners and experts welcome! Guest will also be able to paddle among lush Salt River mangrove forests while 
spying snowy egrets and sunbathing iguanas. Water and snack provided.

CX31 - Jeep Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 125.00 / CHILD: 125.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
If you are looking for an island-style adventure, then climb in one of Wave's open air jeeps and get ready to see parts of St. 
Croix only accessible with four wheel drive. These one of a kind jeep tours take you off the beaten path to discover tide pools, 
breathtaking views, hidden sugar plantation ruins and much more! With your experienced guide at the wheel, you can let go of 
your worries as you take in the island's beauty on this once in a lifetime tour. With each journey you get full cultural and 
historical backgrounds of each location. Don't forget to bring your bathing suit, sunscreen, aqua socks, a hat, drinks, and your 
camera!

Note: No shade cover - sunscreen recommended, the mud flies if the trails are wet, closed toe shoes - very rocky pathway to 
get to tidal pools.
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CX33 - Christiansted Walking Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
St. Croix is a quiet laid-back island generously endowed by Mother Nature and steeped in a rich cultural heritage and Old 
World charm. After being transferred to Christiansted, guests will be greeted by a tour guide for their walking tour, the best 
way for the town to be explored. Christiansted's well preserved Danish architecture and graceful shaded archways tie together 
many points of interest in the town. Among those overlooking the harbor is Fort Christiansvern, a yellow brick fort built by 
the Danes to ward off pirates and threats from other countries. Nearby Steeple building is the islands first church which is now 
a museum. The C'sted Apothecary Hall, a 18th century pharmacy. The old Danish Customs House and the stately Government 
house. Guests will have time to stroll along the Christiansted boardwalk and take in the sights and sounds of its quaint shops 
and restaurants and picturesque harbor. 

CX34 - Botanical Garden, Rainforest, Lawaetz Museum and Sprat Hall
PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
First stop will be at St. George Botanical Gardens. From 100 to 900 A.D. this lush tropical 16-acre garden was an Arawak Indian 
village. Over 1500 species of exotic, tropical and indigenous plants cover these precious grounds. Our tour guide will escort 
you through a naturalized forest, the ruins of a sugar mill and a cactus garden. Historical ruins are recognized as a National 
Historic District registered in the National Register of Historic Places.

Venture along the scenic road that is canopied with many species of local trees to get to the rainforest. While exploring this 
beautiful greenery you will get the opportunity to sample our tropical fruits such as tamarind, mango, genips, when they are in 
season. You will also be able to hear the sounds of the melodious creatures bringing the rainforest alive.

Lawaetz Museum at Estate Little La Grange is nestled in a tranquil valley on the western side of the island; this historic ruin is 
where you get the rich Danish history of our island. Listen to stories about the Danes, African, Americans, Irishmen, 
Englishmen and Dutchmen who lived and on this former sugar and cattle plantation. This plantation remains in the Lawaetz 
family since the 1750s.

After leaving the Lawaetz Museum guests will be escorted along the northwest shoreline of Frederiksted to Sprat Hall Beach 
bar. Make sure you bring your swimsuit to take a refreshing dip, snorkel, or just relax and take in the astonishing view of the 
Frederiksted shoreline.

CX35 - Scenic Island Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 55.00 / CHILD: 55.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Enjoy the true wonderful sights on St. Croix on the Scenic Island tour. This tour affords you the opportunity to see St. Croix in 
its natural beauty with its breathtaking views and many historical and cultural sights. Throughout the tour you will be 
educated of the cultural and heritage of St. Croix and experience panoramic views that provides for excellent photo 
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opportunities. Your guide will point out sites from historical forts, churches and Old Danish government buildings, to 
Columbus Landing, this is the chance to experience historical landmarks of our pastime as a memory of your visit to our lovely 
island of St. Croix. This is a panoramic tour, mostly scenic driving with photo stops.

Highlights:

An overlook of the Carambola Golf Course

Photo stop at Cane Bay

View of Christopher Columbus landing sight

Short stop at Christiansted historical sites downtown 

CX40 - West End Highlights Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx. 

   
Come and explore the wonderful 16 -acre Botanical Gardens These grounds were home to an Arawak Indian Village from 100 to 
900 A.D., a Danish Sugar Plantation from 1733 to 1917, a cattle ranch after 1930 and the Botanical Garden from1972. No wonder 
it's recognized as a National Historic District by the National Registery of Historic Places (National Park Service).

The St. George Village Botanical Gardens showcases over 1500 species of exotic tropical plants of every size, shape, color and 
texture. You will walk through a Crucian naturalized forest the ruins of a Sugar Mill and Rum Factory and a Cactus and 
Succulent Garden. Our tour guide will show you the indigenous plants that have been on the island since the time of the 
Arawak Indians.

Visit the islands largest distillery where the world famous Cruzan Rum has been produced for 300 years! Guests will see how 
the rum voted best in the world is made! A guide will lead up the ladders to catwalks, where you can look into huge open vats 
of fragrant, boiling brew. Gazing up at the giant stills, you will learn how the master distiller removes the fusel oils, the oils 
responsible for those terrible hangovers caused by many types of liquor. After walking through the warehouse where rum is 
aged in wooden barrels and filtered through charcoal. Adults are invited to belly up to the bar and sample the many flavors of 
Cruzan Rum while kids have a soft drink.

A tour of Whim Plantation Museum is a must for anyone seeking to experience the fascinating colonial heritage of St. Croix! 
History comes alive as you walk among the original 18th century buildings of this former sugar estate and are toured about by 
guides in period attire. The stately authentically furnished great house welcomes you with gracious guides waiting to tell you 
stories of past inhabitants and plantation life.

In the old kitchen, you can purchase a sample of traditional homemade "Johnny cake". The fully restored windmill and 
fascinating sugar factory ruins are open for you to explore. Nearby you can see sugar cane growing. The manicured grounds 
are graced with tropical flowers, plants and trees. The museum store offers a tempting cornucopia of West Indian crafts, 
artwork, books, furniture, prints and whimsical whatnots.

CX47 - Coastal Bike Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 
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The tour begins with a loop through the historic town of Frederiksted, stopping at 3 locations to describe the history of the 
island and show examples of the architectural trends of the town. The tour then continues north on the coastal road to the 
historic sugar estates of William, Sprat Hall and Butler Bay, stopping twice to describe the sugar industry, explain the ruins, 
and the historical significance of these west-end plantations to the history of the Virgin Islands. The tour will continue on to 
Hams Bluff where a description of the geology and marine and coastal ecosystems of the area will be given. Interesting 
information on local flora and fauna will be shared at key stops and as seasonal opportunities and wildlife present themselves. 
The group will then ride back to the shop in Frederiksted where the tour will terminate. 

ZU01 - Frederiksted 2 Tank Wreck Dive
PRICE: ADULT: 120.00 / CHILD: 120.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

   
Voted one of the top dive spots in the Caribbean by Skin Diver magazine you can dive some of the best spots in the world off 
the shores of St. Croix! A Frederiksted Dive on the leeward side or west end of St. Croix offers lake like conditions and the 
opportunity to dive six wreckage sites and virgin coral reefs with a variety of marine life.

Our tour departs from the Cruise Ship Pier with a short boat ride to the first wreck site. Your Shallow Wreck Tour starts with 
the Suffolk Maid, an old North Sea fishing ship that sits in 60' of water. From there you'll proceed past an oil barge, named The 
Virgin Islander, and on to the underwater habitat formed around the ship. Progressing along to the final dive site, we will dive 
the North Wind, a small tugboat sitting in only 40' of water. The North Wind was used in the movie "Dreams of Gold, The Mel 
Fisher Story".

After returning to the boat, it's a short 15-minute ride along the beautiful coastline of Frederiksted where you can view rolling 
green hills and Caribbean blue waters. Be sure to bring your underwater camera to take some memorable vacation shots!

Note: The tank, weights and weight belt are included for all divers. Equipment package includes: Regulator, BCD, Mask, 
Snorkel and Fins. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate.

ZU03 - Cruzan Parasailing
PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD
DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
Complete your ultimate Caribbean experience with the ultimate Caribbean adventure! St. Croix is known to be one of the best 
locations in the world to parasail. The winds that come out of the East maintain at a steady 10-20 knot range. We offer a 
comfortable setting on our 12-passenger boat. Take off and land right on the deck without even being submerged in the water! 
Our tandem bar allows multiples to fly together and enjoy the experience alongside a partner, friend, or relative.

With our experienced captain and friendly crew, your trip will be safe and absolutely exhilarating.

Have a birds-eye view of the breathtaking coastline and surroundings offered here in St. Croix. From the clear blue of the 
ocean that we are known for, to the gentle waves that accompany our beaches and the spectacular coral reefs that surround 
our island.
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Note: There will be no single parasailing. The Captain will determine how guest are paired being sensitive to couples and 
families on tours. Guests should bring a change of clothes and a towel. 
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St. Johns, Antigua 

AN01 - Best of Antigua
PRICE: ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
The tour begins with a drive through the capital city of St. John's, heading past quaint villages, churches, and small rum shops 
that epitomize the West Indian style. At Antigua's National Park, three stops will be made to enable you to experience the 
history, culture and flora of the island. At Nelson's Dockyard, enjoy a short guided tour and free time to walk around this 
charming 18th-century village. See the Admiral's House, Sail Maker's Loft, Old Bakery and the Officer's Quarters before 
enjoying a beverage in an 18th-century inn. A short drive brings you to the Blockhouse Ruins overlooking the magnificent 
Atlantic Ocean, Indian Creek and the St. James Club. Finally, you'll continue to Shirley Heights to see the guardhouse, built in 
1791, which sits upon a rugged cliff top offering the most spectacular view of Antigua.

Note: The transportation for this tour is with 22 seater air-conditioned coaches and local guides. 

AN15 - Cedar Valley Golf Course
PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
The Cedar Valley Golf Course was designed and built by Ralph Aldridge opened with 9 holes in 1970. The completely 
constructed 18 hole course opened to the public in 1977, as Antigua's only 18-hole championship Golf Course. This beautiful 
par 70, 6,157 yds golf course lies amidst mature tropical trees, vistas on hills, and the Caribbean Sea provide an enjoyable, 
inspiring and very challenging Golf game. The golf club accommodates players of all skills Levels; all within exciting 
breathtaking scenery that make it pleasant for a memorable golfing experience in Antigua, that even non- golfers can 
appreciate. 

Price includes green fees, transportaton and shared golf cart. Club rental $25.00 

AN32 - Tropical Delight Catamaran Snorkel & Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 85.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD
DURATION: 6 Hours Approx. 

   
This tour is ideal for the person who wants to get away from it all, sip on exotic local juices, as well as blended cocktails and 
experience pure sailing in an un-crowded atmosphere, on the Tiami catamaran.

Your Captain will brief you on the places of interest along the coast. You will see Antigua's famous coastline from the sea, and 
pass places of interest such as Fort Barrington.

Specifically designed for the serious snorkeler, the Tiami will take you to some of Antigua's best underwater scenery, the 
National Park of Cades reef. Protected by law, this reef is home to many rare and beautiful species of fish and coral.

Anchored in a beautiful bay, you'll be served a sumptuous meal prepared by some of the Caribbean's top chefs, a delicious 
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chicken served with local side dishes and salads. For dessert you can enjoy freshly baked banana bread. 

AN34 - Catamaran Sail, Snorkel and Beach Cruise
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
A short walk from the ship is the dock to your catamaran. Leave St. John's and motor-sail to Paradise Reef, an impressive 
barrier reef on the North Coast of Antigua with tropical fish and plenty of sea life, for lovely snorkeling. After, set sail 
downwind to a pristine white sandy beach for swimming and beach-combing for shells, before enjoying the onboard music on 
your sail back to the ship. Delicious West Indian snacks and an complimentary drinks are served onboard by your friendly 
crew.

Minimum age: 5 Years Old. Maximum Weight: 300 pounds 

AN36 - Kayak & Snorkel Eco Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

   
It's more of an adventure than a tour! Beginner's and veteran paddlers of all ages will enjoy a fun-filled half day discovering 
one of the most beautiful conservation areas in the Caribbean. The trip consists of multiple activities and educational 
highlights that will exceed your expectations. Your short drive from the ship, through countryside and village will bring you to 
the quaint kayak clubhouse on Mercer's Creek on the pristine east coast. Experienced guides will take you kayak through 
mangrove areas, safe coastal inlets and tiny islands for one hour, followed by an exhilarating ride around the North Sound 
Marine Park in fast motorboats, snorkeling at an off-shore reef and an easy nature hike at uninhabited Bird Island. Bird Island 
is a twenty acre 'jewel' in the ocean that has two white sand beaches, panoramic views and small wildlife. The area is the 
habitat of shy turtles, stingray, sea stars, octopus, parrot fish, plus wild birds such as egrets, red billed tropic birds, doves, 
frigates, humming birds and more. Keen snorkeler's can head out to the nearby offshore reef by boat where guides will provide 
and fit your gear and show you where fish may be seen. If you prefer not to snorkel, seek out a coconut tree and relax, explore 
the island or swim in the crystal shallows at the beach before returning to the clubhouse.

The kayak clubhouse is an authentic fisherman's cottage, featuring tropical birds and flowers, West Indian art and crafts. 
Indulge in some gracious Caribbean hospitality and light refreshments before returning to the ship by road.

Note: Minimum age to participate 7 years. All snorkeling gear is included. Don't forget your towels, waterproof shoes, sun 
block, a change of clothes and sunglasses. A hat is optional. Guests should wear a swimsuit under their clothes prior to 
leaving the vessel. 

AN37 - Island Safari 4 x 4 Off Road
PRICE: ADULT: 60.00 / CHILD: 60.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
This Safari rigged 4 x 4 will be able to take you to parts of the island that are inaccessible by other tour buses. These Land 
Rovers are specially equipped with Bobcat seats and belts and each vehicle is protected by padded roll bars. Leave the port in 
convoys as this "off road" expedition leads you to the southern and western side of the island where you will have a chance 
to stop at some magnificent locations. Drive up through the picturesque village of Buckley's, viewing the scenic valley. Then, 
you'll travel through the rain forest en route to the South coast, where you can become one with nature and discover the 
fragile ecosystem of the mangrove plant. Now, it is on to the beach where you can have a cool refreshing dip in the Caribbean 
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Sea. After, you'll have a chance to see more of Antigua's scenic villages as you head back to the port. Minimum age: 4 Years 
Old 

AN40 - Stingray Swim & Snorkel
PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
On this excursion, you will transfer by bus across Antigua's rugged countryside to reach the land-base at Seatons. Once at 
the land-base, you will have a chance to change into your swimwear before boarding your open skiff for a thrilling 8-minute 
ride out to the Stingray village. Once at the enclosure, you will disembark the boat onto a floating platform where your local 
guide will issue you with snorkel equipment and give an instruction and safety briefing to you before entering the water. At its 
highest, the warm waters on the sand bar and surrounding reef reach approximately 4 ft in depth ideal for everyone to enjoy 
the amazing creatures, which live beneath the surface. Your guide will introduce you to the wonderfully friendly stingrays and 
encourage them to the surface for you to gently touch or photograph. Although the stingrays are in possession of a barb 
midway on their long tails, the only time they use this is for protection if they are threatened. Enjoy watching these majestic 
creatures as they glide through the waters! If you're feeling brave you may want to feed them a little squid under the 
instruction of your guide. Stingrays do not possess teeth, but hard grinding plates and have an incredible suction power. 
Other forms of marine life include crabs, lobster, shellfish, starfish, octopus and other colorful species of fish may also be 
found at Stingray City. On return to the land-base you will be offered a refreshing rum or fruit punch. You'll have a short time 
to use the changing facilities and look through the wonderful digital photographs of your adventure. Please note that it is 
recommended guests wear sunscreen to protect against sunburn. Adults must accompany children under the age of 12 years 
old. 

AN42 - Antigua Highlights Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
This island tour takes you to the heart of Antigua's impressive National Park. The tour begins with a drive through a 
countryside of tropical beauty and rolling hills, passing through quaint villages on the way to an area rich in history. Your first 
stop is at Nelson's Dockyard where you will enjoy a guided tour of the only working Georgian dockyard in the world. The 
ambiance is wonderful, the buildings are beautifully restored, and your guide will fascinate you with the highlights and history 
of the 18th century naval station. It's then onto a stop at the Blockhouse ruins, which offers a commanding view of the 
Atlantic Ocean and the surrounding coastline. Continue to the ruins of Shirley Heights, sitting high above the historical 
National Park area and enjoy breathtaking views of Nelson's Dockyard, English Harbor and its surroundings. Enjoy more 
scenic views on the return drive to the ship. Don't forget your camera! 

AN43 - ATV Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 102.00 / CHILD: 102.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 

   
Enjoy this adventurous All Terrain Vehicle guided tour on off-roads, where you travel from the northeast of Antigua on old 
cane roads, passing through old estates and rural farmlands to arrive at Burkes Estate in the center of the island. Enjoy two 
hours of the ultimate riding experience. Travel on dirt tracks where few people venture and enjoy the natural beauty of the 
island. Minimum age to participate is 18 years old with a valid driver's license. Maximum weight is 250 pounds. Limited to 1 
person per vehicle. This is an off-road tour and it is not recommended for pregnant women and guests with back or neck 
problems.
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Note: Due to the nature of the tour, previous driving experience is recommended. 

AN44 - Mini Boats & Hidden Beaches
PRICE: ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 92.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

  
This tour will enable you to visit a beautiful beach and swim in the pleasing water of the Caribbean Sea. You will experience 
being the captain of your own vessel. This escape begins with a brief bus ride to the location where your guide and boat will 
be awaiting you. There, your certified guide will hand out life jackets and a brief orientation. Then, you will captain your own 
boat into the open water for a cruise along the sapphire waters to a beautiful beach. Here you can bask in the warm Caribbean 
sun, swim or take time to explore the area. You will then captain your boat through a scenic tour back to the bus before 
returning to the ship. Each boat has two seats, and driving responsibilities can be shared. Note: Please bring a towel and 
adequate sun protection. The minimum age to drive the boat is 18 years old. The minimum age for participation is 6 years old. 
Maximum weight is 250 pounds. 

AN48 - Antiguan Experience
PRICE: ADULT: 75.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
Enjoy the lush tropical gardens, a Pineapple Farm and Fishing Villages on the Antiguan Home Tour. Your tour commences as 
your driver takes you through this beautiful island. Enjoy the breathtaking views and be captivated by the astounding beauty. 
A guided tour of an Antiguan home is next. This home is filled with artifacts of the 16th century. See the different fruit trees in 
the backyard and enjoy a quick refreshment.

Afterwards, you'll be taken to the Valley Church Beach for swimming and a fantastic lunch. There, Mamma Nancy will 
entertain you with stories of the past while the Chef cooks lunch right before your eyes with vegetables freshly picked from 
the backyard along with other scrumptious Caribbean dishes. Don't forget to ask for the recipe! During lunch, you will be 
entertained with the latest island music by a Steel or Reggae band. 

AN49 - Beach Rendezvous
PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

  
Rendezvous on stunning Runaway Beach in Antigua at a perfectly located beach bar and restaurant. An air-conditioned taxi 
ride will take you to Runaway Beach just 10 minutes away from the pier. Your friendly guide will give you information 
regarding your day, location, facilities, lunch time and return times. This guide will remain with you for the duration of the tour 
to answer questions and be of assistance necessary to make your day more enjoyable. 

A welcome rum or fruit cocktail is served upon arrival before being escorted to your complimentary lounge chair, which has 
been reserved for you on the beach. Umbrellas and hammocks are available for a nominal fee. A delicious lunch, including a 
refreshing rum or fruit punch will be made available to you. 

AN52 - Antiguan Crusoe Island Escape
PRICE: ADULT: 105.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 
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You will be met at the ship by your tour guide and driven to the Hodges Bay Club about 15 minutes from your ship. From here 
you will take a short 5 to 7 minutes enjoyable boat ride to your private and secluded island for the day, Prickly Pear Island.

Time will stand still as you arrive on this friendly family run island. There are complimentary drinks all day so you can enjoy 
beer, rum punch, rum, fruit punch, and soft drinks. A delicious lunch will also be served.

The crystal clear waters are great for swimming and snorkeling. The crew knows every inch of the island's reef and, after a 
lesson in snorkeling in shallow water, the crew will take you through the reef on a mesmerizing underwater tour, or you can 
simply take a swim or relax and soak up the sun in the idyllic location on your sun chair. Complimentary lounge chair, umbrella 
and snorkel gear is included. 

AN54 - Beach Escape
PRICE: ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

  
Board your air-conditioned taxi and drive 10 minutes to Runaway Bay. The beach offers one mile of soft white sand bordered 
by coconut palms and sea grape trees. Relax in a complimentary lounge chair in a specially designated area of the beach and 
sip on your welcome Caribbean Cocktail. Enjoy approximately 3 1/2 hours of relaxation whilst you soak up the sun, take a 
gentle stroll along the beach or refresh yourself and take a swim in the Caribbean Sea.

Umbrellas and hammocks are available for a nominal charge. Runaway Bay features changing facilities, restrooms, and 
freshwater showers as well as a beach bar and restaurant.

Note: Bring a swimsuit, a towel and adequate sun protection. 

AN56 - The Ultimate Adventure
PRICE: ADULT: 175.00 / CHILD: 175.00 USD
DURATION: 7 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 

    
Your ultimate adventure begins via a 30-minute drive through Antigua's countryside until you reach the rainforest area in 
Wallings.

Start off by exploring Antigua's Rainforest by Canopy Tour! These 12 exciting zip lines and suspension bridges will start your 
adrenaline going. Afterwards, you'll take a hike through this wonderful location until you reach Carlisle Bay. Here, you'll stop 
to see how a pineapple farm cultivates this tasty fruit before descending onto one of Antigua's finest beaches.

Time is given to relax on the beautiful warm waters of this Caribbean beach before you are met by one of the most popular 
Catamarans on the island, the Wadadli Cats. After you sail out, a delicious lunch is served for you.

You will be taken to Cades Reef, where the under water world unfolds in front of your eyes. There will be an experienced 
snorkel instructor in the water with you to guide and assist you. After your snorkeling experience, complimentary beverages 
will be served.

You can then sit back and relax as Wadadli Cats takes you on a wonderful fun filled sailing experience along the south west 
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coast en route to St John's. This experience is one you will never forget!

Notes: Minimum age to participate is 12 years. Maximum weight restriction is 265 pounds and guests must be at least 48 
inches tall. Pregnant women and guests with dizziness, shortness of breath, back and/or neck injuries or those with fear of 
heights should not participate. 

AN58 - The Ocean Racing Experience
PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
Enjoy the 30 minute taxi ride as your driver will guide you through some of Antigua s history and colourful scenery. As the 
land starts to disappear and the sea comes into view, it s time to take to the water and take up the challenge of The Ocean 
Race Experience. This is a fully interactive excursion and under the watchful eye of its professional crew, guests will be 
encouraged to get involved in every single aspect of sailing. From hoisting the main, grinding in the sails and even taking a 
turn at the helm  it s all about team work! 

After the action on the water, participants will share in a celebratory rum punch and have a browse in the store where 
photographs of your race and other merchandise are available to purchase.

The next stop will be Shirley Heights, known as the most famous view point in Antigua, where stunning views of surrounding 
islands Guadeloupe and Montserrat can be enjoyed. Steeped in history, stand where Lord Nelson stood hundreds of years 
before. It s a perfect opportunity to unwind after the race and enjoy the sights of the most interesting and beautiful part of 
Antigua.  Your tour will conclude back at the ship.

Notes:  Minimum age to participate is 12 years old.  Minimum weight limit is 80 pounds and maximum weight limit is 350 
pounds.  Pregnant guests or guests in wheelchairs should not participate.

AN59 - Pirates of Antigua - Black Swan
PRICE: ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Step back in time and don your eye patch, become a buccaneer and weigh anchor onboard the pirate ship, Black Swan. Relive 
the swashbuckling days of long ago, experience an exchange of cannon fire with Fort James as the Black Swan sails out of the 
harbor and cruises away into the fantasy world of spirited and friendly pirates. You'll go on a spectacular voyage filled with 
adventure and fun, along the west coast of Antigua and anchor in a quiet bay where the fun begins. Try walking the plank, 
rope swing, swim, snorkel on a wreck or soak up the sun on the beautiful beach. On the return, enjoy dancing and a limbo 
competition as you enjoy festive music all the way back to the dock. complimentary drinks are available throughout your 
journey.

Note: Snorkeling on the wreck depends on sea conditions. Minimum age to participate is 4 years old.

AN60 - Taste of Local Antigua
PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 
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Enjoy this sightseeing tour while experiencing the local culture of Antigua. After a short scenic drive, you'll arrive at Buckley 
Heights, a Pottery shop. Here, you'll see clay creations handed down from generation to generation. Then, you'll drive through 
Fig Tree Drive where you'll get a glimpse of Antigua's Tropical Rainforest. A stop will be made at the Pineapple Farm where 
you will learn about the "Antiguan Black Pineapple". See its various stages of growth along with other West Indian fruit trees 
including mangoes and bananas. You'll have an opportunity to sample and delight in a seasonal fruit.

Boarding the bus once again, you'll drive through rich landscapes until you reach Rosemac's Herb Garden. You'll catch the 
scent of fresh tropical herbs as you enter the garden. Your guide will explain the medicinal values of these herbs and you'll 
have a chance to taste one of their delicious brews. Medicinal herbal products will be available for purchase at the end of the 
guided tour. Next, you'll visit the Sea Island Cotton Shop, located on the beach. Here you'll capture the soul, color and 
laughter of true Antiguan Art. Don't forget to wear your swimsuit if you'd like to take a dip at the beach.

Finally, you'll have time to browse through the Public Market located in St. Johns where you'll find a vibrant market offering 
local West Indian fruits and vegetables or be driven back to your cruise ship pier.

AN61 - Antigua Canopy & Challenge
PRICE: ADULT: 115.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD
DURATION: 4 Hours Approx. 

   
You will be met at your ship and taken to the Antigua rainforest some 40 minutes away. After being briefed by fully trained 
and experienced guides your exhilarating tour can begin. The Antigua Canopy Tour is a unique eco-tour through Antigua's 
lush rainforest, where you embark on an unforgettable 21 element journey through the verdant forest, high above the trees. 
The tour offers uncompromised safety installed on a complete double wire throughout with a Double Redundant system. Your 
state of the art harness and safety helmet are from the world's leaders in challenge course equipment.

All our staff guides have attended and passed the most stringent training program conducted by the ACCT, world leaders for 
Challenge Course standards in installation, operation and inspection.

Your tour starts at the architectural pleasing Old Pump House with a walk over a suspension bridge from the side of the 
building, which spans the gorge to the far bank. Once across the bridge, your remaining 20 exciting elements journey through 
the forest begins as you trail to the start aerial zips, crisscross the gorge. There are zip lines of 52 feet to 328 feet in length. The 
geography of the gorge dictates that you are above the treetops for large parts of the run - exiting and entering a corridor in 
the foliage at either end. There are a series of 9 zip lines, 9 typical challenge elements, I Leap of Faith, 1 tree house and 2 
suspension bridges giving you a wonderful opportunity to have a bird's eye view of the flora and fauna in the rainforest whilst 
listening to the numerous bird species.

You will have some short trails into the gorge and then a series of connecting zip lines, bridges and challenge elements, which 
criss-cross the gorge at tree canopy level. The gorge is full of interesting plants and fruits and has a definite "tropical" feel to 
it especially when you take a break in our tree house, hidden from the rest of the world!

Within the gorge there is a series of large trees and certain features; prominent boulders, a rock pool and a small waterfall. The 
gorge offers a shaded area with interesting plants with a range of wild fruits, vines, mosses and lichens.

This tour includes some slight physical exertion and not recommended for pregnant women, persons with a history of heart 
conditions, seizures, back, knee or shoulder problems or other pre-existing health problems. Maximum is weight 265 lbs; 
minimum height 4 feet. Participants should not wear strapless shoes or strapless sandals and ladies should wear shorts or long 
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pants.

AN62 - Runaway Beach Break
PRICE: ADULT: 41.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours Approx. 

  
Your tour will begin as you board an air-conditioned taxi and drive to Runaway Beach. Runaway Beach offers one mile of 
white sand bordered by coconut palms and sea grape trees. You are greeted upon arrival and given a brief tour of the beach 
facilities. Then, relax in a complimentary lounge chair in a specially designated area of the beach and enjoy approximately 3 
hours of fun in the sun. Stroll the beach, swim and partake in complimentary fruit or rum punch.

You will also have enough time to take advantage of water sports equipment. In addition, there is a pool table in the bar area. 
Umbrellas are available for purchase. Runaway Beach features changing facilities, restrooms and freshwater showers as well 
as a beach bar and restaurant.

Note: Wear a swimsuit, bring a towel and adequate sun protection. If you are intending to use water sports, additional charges 
will apply and a credit card deposit will be taken as insurance against damage. 

AN64 - Helicopter to Montserrat Volcano
PRICE: ADULT: 265.00 / CHILD: 249.00 USD
DURATION: 2 Hours Approx. 

  
On this 45-50 minute flight you will fly direct to the east coast of Montserrat. The entire flying tour is then over the "exclusion 
zone," which is an area that has been designated off limits to habitation or ground transportation for the last 8 years, so the 
best way to see the volcano is by helicopter.

At the center of the exclusion zone is the Soufrierre Hills Volcano, rising to 3,000 feet above sea level, still active and 
frequently emitting a combination of ash, smoke and steam. One thousand feet below is the massive Tar River Gorge and 
Delta, which has formed over the last six years as a result of avalanches of hot gas, rock and ash known as pyroclastic flows.

The helicopter will then allow a view of Plymouth, the former capital of Montserrat which is now uninhabited and in some 
places is buried under 40 feet of ash. You will also see villages trapped in the exclusion zone such as Long Ground, Windy Hill 
and Spanish Point.

On the seaside, you will find the W.H. Bramble Airport. Closed after being hit by a pyroclastic flow in the fall of 1997, you will 
fly low, down the abandoned runway at 100mph to give you a feeling of what it is like to be on the ground in the vicinity of the 
volcano, but from the safety and comfort of a helicopter. After traveling along the east coast, you will leave the island of 
Montserrat behind, taking vivid memories with you. Upon your return to Antigua, you will have the opportunity to see your 
ship from an aerial perspective.

Note: Tour route over the exclusion zone may vary due to weather and volcanic conditions. The maximum weight for 
participants is 230 pounds, and the maximum height for participants is 6 feet 4 inches. 

AN65 - Scenic Antigua & Beach
PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx. 
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This island tour begins with a drive through quaint villages and rolling hills on the way to Nelson's Dockyard where you will 
be taken on a short, informative walking tour of the fascinating area with its restored buildings. Continue on to the ruins of 
Shirley Heights, for a panoramic view. Drive through the tropical foliage of Fig Tree Drive, Antigua's rain forest, as the tour 
takes you to one of the island's beaches for a swim. Enjoy picturesque views on the return drive. 

AN66 - See Antigua by Sea
PRICE: ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD
DURATION: 6 Hours Approx. 

   
The "Excellence" is one of Antigua's most exquisite 5 star, state-of-the-art luxury catamarans. Think you've seen all that 
Antigua has to offer? Wait until you experience the views by sea!

The sensation you will feel as the coastline glides by with rolling hills shimmering in the distance is one you will never forget. 
See areas such as Jumby Bay, Bird Island and the natural spectacle of Devil's Bridge up close and personal. Be at peace with 
the world as you gaze at slender coconut palms waving in the crisp breeze and listen to rhythmic calypso and reggae music.

You will be whisked away to a secluded and deserted island called Green Island where you can relax on the beach or explore 
the nearby reef. When you get back, the crew will cook up a delicious lunch of chicken and fish. Complimentary drinks are 
available.

Next you will cruise across English Harbor, where you will discover Nelson's Dockyard, one of the most prestigious and 
renowned dockyards in the world. Before your return to port, your journey will take you by the exotic western coast of 
Antigua where virgin white sand beaches and pristine bays can still be found. 

AN67 - Catamaran Bird Island Lunch Cruise
PRICE: ADULT: 84.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD
DURATION: 5 Hours Approx. 

   
Enjoy an opportunity to get away from it all and visit an uninhabited island for a day. As your catamaran slips away from the 
mainland, enjoy the thrill of real sailing on the calm of the Caribbean Sea. Your journey to the island is only four miles up the 
coast. Sail along the reef protected north coast of Antigua, past points of interest such as Prickley Pear Island and Jumby Bay. 
Next, glide into the sheltered bay of Bird Island, a designated National Park area, with clear, warm waters, perfect for the 
beginning snorkeler. Your guides will be more than happy to assist you in discovering the best snorkeling areas. For the more 
adventurous and energetic, there is a picturesque trail that leads to a fantastic view of the Atlantic Ocean from 100-foot cliffs. 
There are two sand beaches and some shade.

A West Indian lunch buffet will be served onboard and a complimentary bar is available all day. The lilting sound of Caribbean 
music will be played on the hour and a half return sail back to reality! Minimum Age: 5 years old. Maximum weight: 300 
pounds. 

AN71 - Canopy Tour
PRICE: ADULT: 105.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD
DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx. 
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You will be met at your ship and taken to the Antigua Rainforest some 40 minutes away. After being briefed by fully trained 
and experienced guides your exhilarating tour can begin. The Antigua Canopy Tour is a unique eco-tour through Antigua's 
lush rainforest, where you embark on an unforgettable journey through the rainforest via 9 zip lines, 2 suspension bridges, a 
vertical descent, and enjoy a refreshing water break at the tree house. The tour offers uncompromised safety installed on a 
complete double wire throughout with a Double Redundant system. Your state of the art harness and safety helmet are from 
the world's leaders in challenge course equipment.

Minimum Age: 12 years old. Maximum Weight: 265 pounds.Minimum height: 48 inches. 
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